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BRUCE PROBERT: Please come to order. We will resume things. A couple of small items
of business first Again I stress please have consideration for others when they are talking and
also for people who want to listen to what they say. I also request that you stifle the cheers,
boos and hisses tonight, I know this is not an American Idol contest or Dancing With The
Stars contest, and you may have strong feelings to what one of the speakers says, either
positive or minus, just keep it to yourselves if possible. The other thing is sarcastic comments
are demeaning both to the speaker and to the recipient, I don't want to hear any more of those
tonight, any sarcastic comments are privileged and reserved to the chair of the board.
Remember, stifle the laughter. The other thing is tonight's Plan A is for the presentation of the
impact study of the DCP project, this is a planning-board-commissioned study with Meyers,
Harrison and Pia, formerly known as Fannon Evaluations, and tonight it is going to be
presented by Nancy Fannon. Following that, one of the interested parties, Albert "Buddy" Hall
and his counsel and consultant will make a presentation. Then we have some other stuff
planned after that is done there will be a break in between, and we plan to stop at 9:20 and we
are going to go over a discussion of future schedule. Do you have a brief question, sir?

PROBERT: Oh, yes, oh, yes, and there will be questions of Albert Hall, too. So, I'll turn it
over to Nancy Fannon, thank you very much for your efforts and doing this and being here
tonight

NANCY FANNON: Thank you Mr. Chairman Probert, and good evening to the Searsport
Planning Board.

STEVE HINCHMAN: We have questions for DCP from last night that we never got to ask.

PROBERT: You'll get a chance after this report These two things are first Then, we have on
here perhaps a break, I know that is going to come in there somewhere near the two-hour
session, hour-and-a-half, we have something in here from TBNT and planning board questions
of DCP, but there will be questions of this presentation immediately following it, and then
perhaps you will be able to travel back to Portland, and questions for Mr. Hall after his
presentation. Clear?

HINCHMAN: Thank you.

PROBERT: You're welcome.

FANNON: Thank you again, and good evening to the planning board and to members of the
public. As Chairman Probert noted, name is Nancy Fannon, I'm with the firm Meyers,
Harrison and Pia, we are in Portland, New Haven and New York, we're a financial analysis
and economic evaluation firm. I do want to give a brief shout-out to my colleague Laura
Rosenberger, who many of you met and who worked very hard on this project doing an
awfully lot of necessary research. I want to start with an understanding of the extent of and
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limitations on the work that we were asked to do by the planning board by beginning with a
description of what our assignment was. We were asked to do an analysis of the impact of the
DCP project, limited to the potential impact in the following areas: Municipal services,
property values, tourism and property taxes. In this regard, our efforts were to provide the
planning board with data and information that, taken together with other information and
testimony you're going to be hearing, will enable you to make an informed decision about these
issues. The purpose of our report was not to draw conclusions but rather to gather and report
useful information to help inform the board. So, I am going to briefly review the procedures
we followed with respect to each of these areas were. With respect to the financial impact of
the DCP project on municipal services, we were asked to and we did interview town and
county employees to determine, quantify and summarize the expected impact of the project on
municipal services and public works. I'll talk in a little bit about each of the town departments
that we met with. We also toured the town and toured the proposed DCP site. With respect to
the impact of the DCP project on property values, notably we were not retained to perform an
independent study of property values, although we were provided some local data about
property values which may come up at some point later. There is an abundance of research that
studies the issue of the effects of disamenities on property value. Disamenities include such
things as wind turbines, road traffic, nuclear transmission lines, environmental contamination,
industrial activities, landfills and so forth, these are the things that are called disamenities. This
research, again which is very extensive, has been conducted by both interested parties on both
sides of issues as well as non-interested parties, mostly for academic research purposes. Our
report provides the planning board with the findings, the research, and summarizes the
preponderance of the evidence relating to the effects of the disamenities on property value.
With respect to our approach on tourism impacts, again this is another area where there are a
great number of studies on the impact of disamenities on tourism, while I say there's a great
number, there's actually quite a bit less in this area than there are in property values, but
nevertheless there is sufficient studies to provide useful information for the planning board's
decision. And, here again our report presented the findings of the relevant studies, which
included data on tourism both before and after the installation of certain comparative
disamenities. And then finally, with respect to our methodology on the impact on property
taxes, we used a formula-based approach using 2011 property taxes as a base here. We
demonstrated the relationship between the changing tax base, between town spending and state
education funding and county taxes, and the impact of municipal services spending, our first
area of inquiry, property values our second area of inquiry, and tourism, are necessarily key
components to that analysis, those were all worked into various scenarios that we ran. The
planning board also asked us to touch on tax increment financing, which we did briefly and I
will discuss later why we did that only briefly. I also want to point out the things that we did
not address. We met with many people and heard many concerns, and we recognize that these
are all areas of concern, but I just want to make clear that these are things we did not address.
We didn't address employment, the financial health of DCP, any impacts on any other town,
including property tax impacts, an impact on accounting expect for property tax calculations
that we made for Searsport. We didn't address any safety or liability issues except to the extent
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that they affect the impact of a disamenity. we did not address environmental issues, again
except to the extent it impacts the effect of a disamenity, and we did not address issues that
would be specific to the construction phase of the process, so again, I mean the project, rather,
so again although we understand that these are issues that people have concerns about, they
were not part of our assignment with the board. In the interests of full disclosure, we wanted
to be very clear about the information that we considered in making our report. The documents
and information that we utilized can be found on the last two pages of our report as well as the
extensive research reports that we accessed regarding disamenities, and those are footnoted
throughout the report. I'll just note that Attorney Hinchman asked for a copy of those
documents, which we're happy to provide to the board and any other interested parities that
would like a copy of them, we'd be happy to put them on a disk and get them to you. So, now
let's turn to our first area of inquiry, the financial impact of the DCP project on municipal
services. This slide and the next slide are departments that we met with, we met with public
works, water district fire department emergency management, police, I'm going to go back to
that slide in a minute, EMS, harbormaster, we also spoke with the head of the economic
development committee and a county commissioner. These two slides provide really just the
bottom-line findings of our meetings with the individuals that we met with. Jim Gilway, town
manager, was in most of our meetings for most of the day that we were up. In the public
works department we met with Bob Seekins, and Jim Gilway as well, they expect minimal
impact on town roads and no additional adverse impact from additional truck traffic. We know
there is some great disagreement to that opinion, but I would also point out that the only
specifically town road affected, as you all know, is Station Avenue, and that was the subject of
a separate study. Certainly there will be traffic on Route One as well, but as far as the town
budget, there was no particular impacts expected or cross-expected. In the water district we
met with Herb Kronholm, the water district does not anticipate any additional cost related to the
project, in fact they actually anticipate a benefit from the extension of the water line that will
provide greater fire safety to town residents as well as to the tank farm as a whole. We also
met with Andy Webster, we discussed the water district as well as the fire department, who
expects no incremental cost, and Bud Rivers from emergency management, who did not expect
the town to require more resources. With respect to the fire department and the emergency
management department, both cited training that they would need to go at least once a year, but
they also indicated that those departments have training on a monthly basis and any of that so
that they don't anticipate that the training with DCP would cost any additional resources.
Richard LaHaye from the fire, I'm sorry, the police department was the only department that
indicated there may be additional costs if the town wished to go from twenty hours of coverage
to twenty-four hours of coverage, he felt that that would involve two additional police officers
at an annual cost of fifty-five-thousand dollars a year once the first year was passed, when
some additional money would be required on training of officers. We met with Corey Morse
from the EMS department, who also expected no financial impact and similarly cited annual
training. Also I should mention that Corey and the fire department and EMS all cite the mutual
aid agreements as well as ability to bring in additional resources where needed. Wayne
Hamilton, the harbormaster, indicated that there was no cost related to the escort of tanks into
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the terminal, that would fall to the town, he also discussed dredging that has apparently has
been under discussion for some period of time but made clear that that was not related in any
way to the DCP project. Ralph Harvey, the economic development director, most notably
talked about the jobs that would be added to the town's employment base, also citing a positive
impact from the utilization of local businesses, again I note that this is an impact on commerce
that the TBNT folks dispute. Bill Terry, the assessor, also cited that any impact on residential
property values and related taxes may be offset by other industrial benefits. This, too, is
something that I know some townspeople dispute, whether or not that would be offset and
we'll talk more about that when we get into the property value section. And, finally Bill
Shorey, the county commissioner, indicated that they had thought about this project quite a lot
and could not come up with any additional costs that they anticipated spending. So, in sum, the
town itself expects to incur virtually little or no additional expenditures associated with the
DCP project that it wouldn't otherwise incur. The next area that we investigated was property
value impacts. In this regard, we reviewed numerous studies of the impact of disamenities, and
from those studies we attempted to draw out the main findings of the studies and the main
conclusions from those studies. Various types of disamenities can inform us as to the types of
issues that may lead to a loss in property value. For example, some of the issues raised were
stigma, noise, traffic, environmental risks. In order to assess the impact of those issues on
property value, we can look to studies that have been done on industrial site uses. Wind
turbine view sheds can be studies of disamenities of one-turbine view sheds, and I should say
that wind turbines, the view shed is the height and the view of the wind turbines that didn't
previously exist. From those studies we can look at the effect of distorted scenic views
because of tank height and shoreline location. With respect to the effect of hazardous materials
on property value, we can look at studies of Superfund sites and landfills, and for safety issues,
along with the hazardous materials, we can also look to studies of oil and gas. As you look
down these various impacts that I've noted in the comparable disamenity studies, noise, traffic,
environmental risks, scenic views, hazardous materials, safety, these are many of the same
things that we heard from people that needed to be investigated with respect to property values,
and they are the issues that the planning board is going to be hearing testimony from other
people on. While the studies are useful to inform us of the range of likely impacts, the planning
board, upon hearing testimony on safety impacts, noise and other issues and so forth, will be
able to determine where in the range of the possible impacts the DCP impact would cause
property values to fall or not The first grouping of studies that we looked at were industrial
site use studies. Concerns related to industrial sites include noise, accident risks, perceived or
real environmental impacts and risks, traffic congestion, and visual impacts. Again, we
discussed quite a number of studies of industrial sites, and our report brings out the main
themes and findings of these studies, which ultimately found a variety of different findings.
One study found a loss in property values ranging, and it measured from two miles down to
very close to the property, and found that essentially the closer the residential property was to
the disamenity. to the industrial site, the greater the impact it would have, and the range of
impact that that particular study found was when you were two miles out there was no effect
when you were somewhere in the range of zero to half a mile there was as much as an 8%
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property value loss. Another study found that surrounding land uses and proximity to potential
local disamenities have the potential to impact sale prices of nearby parcels. Another study
found there was no negative impact on property values, yet another one found economic
damages always result when there are large industrial disamenities, I would distinguish those
last two between one is a 100 megawatt power plant, which the study was somewhat
discounted because they felt it was not as significant site as the next study did an issue, not a
significant disamenity. Another study found statistically significant negative effects on the
value of residential properties and housing prices rise with increasing distance to the nearest
industrial site, and then yet another one found a loss in residential property value. Conclusions
that can be drawn from these studies, various studies found that the extent to which property
values are affected by a disamenity is influenced, probably not surprisingly, by proximity to the
industrial site, the size of the development, and the density or the nature of it's borders. The
DCP project, I would note, is in an already industrial-zoned tank farm, and as a result any
analysis of property value impacts would be related to the increment caused by the proximity
and the size of the development as well as whatever buffers the town ordinances require.
Turning to the impact of view sheds, distorted scenic views because of tank height and
shoreline location, concerns are raised with wind turbines are primarily view but also noise,
health concerns and potential accidents. We found these studies, although they were probably
the area where the most studies existed of disamenities, we also found them to be highly
influenced by advocacy. Industry advocates generally found no significant relationship
between either proximity to or visibility of the wind farm and the sales price of the home. They
also site a variety of studies that show both impacts and don't show impacts on property values.
Conversely, anti-windfarm advocates generally find that wind farms reduce property value by a
wide range of 4 to 40%, and we'll talk about that wide range in just a minute, but at least in part
it's related to proximity, and it seems to us that parties that do not appear to be motivated by any
advocacy at all, in other words they weren't on either side of the issue, generally find declines
in property value. These studies were primarily done by municipalities who were investigating
compensating individuals as a means of making up for the effect of the disamenity, and they
did generally find some declines in property value. I would note that the issues identified with
wind turbines overlap with the issues identified relating to industrial sites. If I go back a couple
of slides, the issues of noise, health concerns and potential accidents, those were also issues
identified in industrial sites, and in addition I would note that a wind farm is often not sited in
an area that is already zoned as an industrial area, so if it is already in an industrial area, then
any adverse effect would be incremental to the sites that already exist. Conversely, if a wind
farm is sited in a non-industrial area, then it creates a new disamenity, and I think that may
explain some of the wide disparity in the studies, that as well as proximity, whether it's already
in an industrial area and how close the property is. We next looked at studies of Superfund
sites and landfills to determine the impact of hazardous materials, and the issues there are toxic
or potentially toxic sites and locally undesirable land uses. Conclusions that we are able to
draw from these studies, again there is overlap of the kinds of issues related to industrial sites.
Similar to industrial sites, the preponderance of studies find that hazardous sites cause property
values to be depressed and the magnitude of such impact is related to proximity, visibility and
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risk. One study noted that the failure of hedonic analysis, in other words statistical analysis, to
account for zones of high industrial activity will lead to empirical results that overstate property
effect property value effect of a hazardous waste site. The industrial zone may constitute a
portfolio of risks, but risks of a hazardous site are likely only to be an element of this portfolio,
so again, if you already have an industrial site, an increment to that would be measured
incrementally, or it has the potential to overstate. Oil and gas studies was the last area that we
looked it, there is probably less directly on-point in oil and gas studies, but they do strongly
suggest that the presence of oil and gas facilities can have a negative, significant negative
impact on the value of neighboring rural residential properties. This chart is a chart that was
from a 2005 study by Boxhall, who is one of the individuals who was cited by Anderson, who
was commissioned by the TBNT folks. This study found that adding increments of the same
type to an already existing industrial zone has an incremental effect, that is the first has a very
significant effect, you can see over on the left there when you add the first unit there's a very
significant effect when you add the second unit there is still a significant effect but less so, the
third even less so, and so on, until the effect continues to diminish. I think the two key words
to keep in mind here are type of property, when you add a property of the same type it has an
incremental effect and incremental is the other issue. As we've talked about here, we're talking
about a tank that is going to be placed in an already industrial-zoned tank farm, however I
probably should not engage in sooth-saying, but my suspicion would be that the proponents of
the DCP project would say that the incremental effect would be somewhere along the right-
hand side of this chart, and the detractors would probably say that it would be somewhere
along the left-hand side of this chart, in that it's a different type of tank with different types of
risk. And that is an issue that the board is obviously going to be hearing testimony on. As far
as the property value effects, then, the extent of the impact is largely dependent on proximity,
visibility, and safety issues, and the presence of oil and gas facilities can have significant
negative impacts on the values of neighboring rural residential properties, however such effect
is found to be incremental. Next we turn to tourism impacts, and here we took the same
approach as we did with property value, examining studies of the effects of disamenities and
pulling from those studies what their key themes and findings are. Tourism impacts are very
similar to the property tax impacts, impacts of travel, visual intrusion, pollution, health and
safety, impact on ecologically important areas. They were also a little more likely to talk about
some of the positive impacts, like employment regional development, infrastructure
improvements and improved regional security. As I noted before, there was far less study on
this particular topic, but enough to identify the issues and likely outcomes. The tourism results
are mixed, ranging from negative effects to none at all, like property value effects, proximity
clearly plays a role in the extent of any impact, and whether or not the proposed disamenity was
in the context of an existing industrial zone also appears to be important in the determination of
tourism impacts, with one study on marine terminals noting while the proposed marine terminal
will not be alien to the landscape due to the presence of the existing marine terminal facility,
which acts as an industrial backdrop for many key viewpoints, the impact on tourism is
diminished. I also further note that at least one study surmised that the effects of reduction in
tourism due to wind farms may have been capitalized into property value losses, so while the
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tourism reports may talk about diminished tourism, the property value impacts may actually
capture that effect is what a couple of the studies were saying, or surmising, I should say.
Finally, we turn to the potential impacts on the property tax base, and we were asked to assess
what impact the DCP project might have on property taxes, taking into consideration the
anticipated value of the project, additional municipal expenditures, and any impact on property
values. So, to this end we considered four scenarios. The first is no change in the tax base,
and again we used 2011 as the base year, and we continued to add increments. Our next one
was the effect on the property tax mil rate of the DCP project, taking into consideration town,
county and education, then the effect of the property tax mil rate of the DC project, and to that
one we then added with additional town spending, and then our final scenarios involved the
property tax mil rate of the DCP project with additional town spending and reduced property
values, and for reduced property values were reviewed two scenarios, one being an incremental
reduction in property values, and the second one being simply to calculate the amount of
property value loss that could occur before the mil rate would need to change. These were our
findings. In 2011 the valuation was 209,898,460, with a mil rate of 19.80. If the DCP project
goes through, in our analysis we used a valuation of fifty-million dollars, we had asked DCP
for an estimate of the cost to build the facility, and then we asked the assessor has any estimates
been made of an appraised value, and the answer was no. We asked if fifty-million was
reasonable to use for these purposes, and he said yes. I will note we have seen estimates I
think ranging anywhere from thirty-five to sixty-five million dollars, so these ranges would
obviously impact the calculations, but fifty million is what we used. The combined effect on
the town, county and education would result in a mil rate of 17.95. We then factored in
additional town spending consistent with the municipal services findings that we had that
would boost the mil rate to 18.38, and then we factored in reductions in property values, so if
the property valuation fell to 252, and that would result in a mil rate of 18.61, and obviously
there is many different ways you can get to that kind of reduction in property value, but for this
particular scenario, and we assumed that ten percent of the town's property would fall in value
by ten percent, I'm sorry, by twenty percent, another ten percent would fall by ten percent,
another ten percent would fall by five percent, and the remaining property in town would have
no value effect. For our final scenario, we were simply trying to equalize the mil rate and see
what level of valuation would lead to that, and basically we found that with property values
falling by thirty-eight-million dollars it would lead to no change in the mil rate, and to get to that
we used assumptions that the first ten percent had a fifty-percent reduction in value, the second
ten percent had a thirty-five percent reduction in value, the next ten percent twenty percent, and
all other eleven percent in value. Finally, with respect to tax increment financing just generally
in the State of Maine, a town can use tax increment financing for generally costs within the tax
increment financing district, costs outside the TIF district that are related to the district, or
economic development within the municipality, and using a TIF, which shelters a percentage of
the additional value created by the property within the TIF district from any reduction of state
aid and from increased county taxes. A couple of things to note, the town currently has no
plans for how it would make use of the funds, we asked this question of a number of people,
further it currently has 270,000 dollars in TIF funds already available, for which it also has no
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specific plan. Searsport's business planning guide appears to promote only the first two of the
utilizations that I outlined earlier, that is costs within the district and costs outside the TIF that
are related to the district, so any TIF under this rubric would not go to the benefit, I'm sorry,
would go to the benefit of the project and not for economic development and would not result
in reduced mil rate that might occur, for example, if the TIF funds were used for economic
development, replacing funds that otherwise would have been spent As I noted, or maybe I
didn't note, DCP is not asking for a TIF, in fact are offering to pay for infrastructure, so
without any framework for a TIF and DCP not asking for one, we made no further analysis of
that. In conclusion, the town believes it will have only a modest increase in municipal services
related to the project, property value and tourism may be somewhat affected depending on the
magnitude and the extent of visual, noise, safety and other impacts in excess of the effect of
already existing industrial disamenities, and those are issues that the planning board will hear
extensive testimony on each of those issues, things like visual, noise and safety impacts,
enabling it to make a determination of likely range of impact, and that concludes my prepared
remarks.

PROBERT: Thank you, Nancy. I am going to entertain questions of Nancy from the planning
board first, and then interested parties. I have one lead question that wasn't clear to me, and
what effect on this increased valuation that we have in the state, did you include that in the
property tax rate that we will lose some state aid?

FANNON: Yes, I did.

PROBERT: I thought it was in the report but it wasn't in the presentation.

FANNON: Yes.

PROBERT: Thank you. Lets start to my left. Cindy, do you have some questions?

CYNTHIA GALLANT: Yes. When I read the report...

PROBERT: You have to use the mic.

GALLANT: Hi.

FANNON: Hi.

GALLANT: When I went through this report, and I was going through the harbormasters,
they said that there was a two-mile exclusion zone that could be implemented?

FANNON: Yes.
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GALLANT: If they chose to, if the Coast Guard chose to, and that could range from thirty-six
to forty-eight hours?

FANNON: Yes.

GALLANT: If they chose to. Now, could you explain, are you able to explain how that
would work? Would that be while the ship is unloading?

FANNON: Well, my understanding is the exclusion zone exists while the ship is entering the
harbor, I don't know how long it would exist while it's at the dock, that's testimony that you all
are going to be hearing and determining the extent of.

GALLANT: That's all.

PROBERT: Lee-Ann? Brian? It's getting too easy. Kristin, I'll let you get in here, we'll just
go right down the line, is there anything you wish to say?

KRISTIN COLLINS: Yes, speaking with the assessor, did you talk about the percent of
market value the properties in town are currently assessed at now, for instance a lot of towns
generally are assessed at eighty percent of their real market value.

FANNON: We did not. We used the town valuation, the existing valuation.

COLLINS: So, you're assuming one-hundred percent of valuation of the total construction
costs of the facility?

FANNON: Yes.

COLLINS: OK.

PROBERT: Mark?

MARK BRADSTREET: Excuse me. How many other areas did you compare with to get the
possible effect on property tax values, was there like a certain number of studies that you...

FANNON: We probably, in the property tax area we probably looked at about twenty-five or
thirty studies, all of the studies were done on various disamenities, in particular municipalities
and areas. I would further say that many of those studies, they were not only either
independent statistical studies or analyses, but many of them were also literature reviews of
other studies that had been done. If you were to pull in the literature review of those other
studies, my guess would be the total universe of studies that were included in what we looked
at may be as high as fifty or sixty different studies, generally finding ranges of impact of
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anywhere from zero to forty percent, in large part the magnitude depends on those things I was
talking about, like proximity to the site, how much it incrementally add to the particular
disamenity, whether it is already an industrialized zone.

BRADSTREET: OK. Well, then met me ask you if you know if any of those studies were
compatible towns to Searsport that's heavily tourist-based economy, or were these like big
cities?

FANNON: I would say they were all over the board. If you were going to ask me to find a
small town right on the seaside that had a similar study, I'm not sure I could find one exactly
like that. There were certainly a lot of small towns, there were certainly oceanfront studies
included in here, so within the realm of what was included in the studies, yes.

BRADSTREET: And, so, would you have a breakdown of a town compatible to ours for, you
know, decreased amounts?

FANNON: Property values?

BRADSTREET: Yes, ma'am. Tourism and property values.

FANNON: Yes, I would say generally it's still going to fall, of course I recognize when I say
forty percent I am talking about a very large range. I would say it's still going to fall in the
broad range. You all obviously have to decide where in that range it's going to fall, depending
on a lot of factors you determine about the town. One of the things I also want to add, though,
I will say when I talk about a range that is that big, I discussed earlier the issue of advocacy in
some of these reports, and I would say the reports that lean towards no effect or very, very
small effect tends to be those reports that are being done on behalf of industry, and the reports
that tend to report the very large effects tend to be the reports that are done by groups that are
opposed to whatever is going to happen, and they accomplish those results by, essentially by
the way that they conduct the study. You can basically get these studies to show anything you
want to depending on how you conduct the study, if you're going to survey, who you're going
to ask, who you're to include, if you're going to do statistical analysis, how far out are you
going to go, what primary time are you going to cover?

BRADSTREET: Thank you for your candor.

PROBERT: George? Randy, anything at this time? Neal? You don't want to save it for later,
because there's no tomorrow. If that's all, the only questions the board has, then I'll go to
interested parties. We will lead off first with the applicant, if you have questions. Please go
ahead. While they are working on the mic, I might explain why Nancy Fannon is here and not
somebody else who, the board has to, under our ordinance performance standards has to
determine the effect or adverse effect on property values. We have looked at two other studies,
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we wanted an independent one, Fannon Evaluations was heavily into the property or say the
evaluation field versus developing an economic foundation for a community, and in talking
with Nancy, she asked me the very question, which way do you want this slanted?

FANNON: I did not say that

PROBERT: Yes you did, and I said 1 don't want it slanted at all, right in the middle, we want
an independent study, and she said there is data out there, just like you said, that could put it
either way. In looking at the report, she put it in there, and now we have the decision, we can
base our decision on "an independent study" and does give a range of figures, so they are
talking about what the effect is on their, we do have something to base it on, and it is not going
to be subjective, we can go back to something a little objective, anyway, hopefully. Jamie, are
you ready?

JAMIE KILBRETH: I am, thank you Mr. Chairman. Good evening, Nancy.

FANNON: Good evening.•e>*

KILBRETH: OK. And let me just say at the outset that I appreciate the chairman's remarks, I
think we have a difference of opinion about how the impact of property values applies under
the ordinances, we will discuss that later, but I think for now let me start with municipal
services and just as I understand your report, Nancy, you've concluded that there will be no
impact on the cost of municipal services from this project, is that correct?

FANNON: A possible, the only possible financial impact that was brought to our attention,
and I'm assuming you're talking about financial impact, was the police department, who
indicated it may bring on-board two additional officers if the town desires it wants to go from
twenty to twenty-four-hour coverage.

KILBRETH: OK. And we're talking about disamenities, so everybody is clear about this,
what percentage of the studies describe what you have called disamenities that are being
proposed for or constructed in say new virgin rural areas as opposed to existing comparable
disamenities.

FANNON: I would say certainly the wind-farm studies primarily compromised what I would
call a new disamenity, in fact I only remember one particular study that they were proposing a
wind farm in a heavy industrial zone, but I believe that was the only one that I recall. The
industrial sites are obviously already industrial sites, as are the Superfund sites.

KILBRETH: And, so. for instance in the oil and gas comment that talks about significant
negative impacts on the values of neighboring rural residential properties.
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FANNON: Yes, that would be taking into consideration the entire disamenity, not just an
additional unit if that's what you're getting at

KILBRETH: That would be referring to a totally new disamenity?

FANNON: Correct.

KILBRETH: Now, on the chart you had up there, which is on Page 11 of your power-point, if
you're still connected, but it was the one with a graph...

FANNON: Yes.

KILBRETH: ...and I know you couched that neutrally in terms of the impact and how you
might argue it, but do you how many tanks there are in the Sprague and Irving facilities now?

FANNON: Exactly, no, I didn't count them, but it's quite a lot.

KILBRETH: So if I told you there were, say, thirty-one tanks?

FANNON: That wouldn't surprise me.

KILBRETH: And you think that might have an effect on where on that scale you consider this
tank?

FANNON: If it was left up to me to consider it, sure; of course, it wasn't.

KILBRETH: Now, the, Mr. Bradstreet was asking you a lot about comparable studies. I'd like
to follow up on that because this isn't a study that you looked at but it's actually an analysis
you did, what to us is probably the closest example to Searsport, and that's Newington and the
C3 facility?

FANNON: Yes.

KILBRETH: So, could you just explain to the board what you found about the impact of the
C3 facility in Newington? And, let me put this up so everybody can see, there's a picture of
this, actually, that might be helpful to orient us. The, have you got the pointer? Push the red
button, OK. So, the facility is right here.

FANNON: Yes.

KILBRETH: And it is two LPG tanks that together are approximately the same size as the
facility here, these are fuel tanks, some other tanks, and here is the Fox Run Mall, which, if
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you're interested, was built long after these tanks were there, there are some residences around
here, obviously there is a lot of development and activity, it's a very busy waterways, and I
think most of you, I think the whole planning board went to C3, so they kind of know what I'm
getting here, I think. So, can you just describe, Nancy, the impacts you found on property
values in Newington?

FANNON: You want me to get specifically to the property value section of what we talked
about there.

KILBRETH: Right.

FANNON: OK. OK. I did not put this up on a chart because it didn't deal so much with
property value before and after the tanks, this is a facility that's been there since 1975, and data
with respect to value doesn't go back that far, however there is data with respect to housing
units that goes back prior to when this facility was in place, and it found that the, it found
housing growth both before and after the construction of the DCP, I'm sorry, of the LPG
terminal in that town. Prior to 1970 there were 169 residential units in the town, in the next ten
years they added 45 units, and the ten years after that the added 48 units, the next ten years they
added 54 units, and then the next four years they added 15 units, so there was indeed growth in
the number of units. As I indicated, we could only go back and see property-value effects from
a period that was post 1975, when the property went, when the LPG tank went into effect, but
it did show quite a healthy increase in property values in subsequent years.

KILBRETH: Is there any other study that you found or research you did independently about
an LPG facility that would give you similar kinds of information?

FANNON: I don't believe we cited any other information on specific facilities.

KILBRETH: OK. So, the, the one thing I am a little puzzled by in your handout, you cite a
study, and I looked through the report and I didn't see anything other than this that describes a
range of loss of property values from I believe you said a single study, is that correct?

FANNON: Which one are you talking about?

KILBRETH: I think it may be Boxhall, I don't know, it is the one with the slides with the
distances of two miles no effect.

FANNON: Oh yes.

KILBRETH: Right?

FANNON: Yes.
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KILBRETH: That says if you are more than two miles away, no effect 1.5 miles to 2 miles
1.124%?

FANNON: Right.

BRADSTREET: 1.15 miles 3.375%, and .5 to 1 mile is 5.625%, and .5 miles 7.875%.

FANNON: Right. And that is in our report.

BRADSTREET: Yes, and that is in your report, so my question is when you made the
assumptions about this sort of net impact on the property tax of the addition of the DCP
facility, and then you said OK, what happens if other property values are reduced, those are
arbitrary assumptions you made, are they not?

FANNON: Yes.

BRADSTREET: You weren't trying to suggest that those were likely...

FANNON: I was absolutely not trying to suggest, I was trying to show a range of possible
impact, beginning with nothing up to the thirty-eight million.

BRADSTREET: Yes, and in fact wouldn't you conclude that because of the location of this
facility in an existing industrial zone, that the quote incremental effect on property values is
likely to be significantly less than the assumption you used of fifty percent, twenty percent, et
cetera?

FANNON: Again, I did not conclude on those kinds of issues, though I would say that
probably properties closest to the facility will have the greatest impact, but being that it is in an
already industrial-zoned tank farm, I think it would be less than the, the higher magnitude of
those studies.

PROBERT: Mark, did you have a question of, you were taking a pause, did you have a
question of Nancy or a question of Jamie?

BRADSTREET: I have a question for both.

PROBERT: Since he took a pause, I am going to let him get the question out before he forgets
it.

BRADSTREET: The planning board visited C3, as you acknowledged, and I just want to ask
Nancy about the effects on property values, because when you visit C3, the tanks are not
visible from the highway, there's quite a slope, and you have to go down into that facility to see
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those tanks. Now, I will agree that maybe over in Elliot, Maine, there may be an effect because
they have direct view across the river, but I think the scenario is quite a bit different than what's
being proposed for Searsport, Maine, and I would like your interjection on that.

FANNON: To that point, Newington, no, it has relatively few dwellings in their business and
industrial area, yes, that's true.

BRADSTREET: Did you do any effect, is there any effect in the study that you reviewed over
in Elliot?

FANNON: No.

BRADSTREET: No. OK. So, there's very few dwellings on the Newington side that I could
see, plus the tank is not visible from the state highways, and I think that's quite a bit different
than the case for Searsport.

PROBERT: Please continue.

KILBRETH: Thank you. Now, Nancy, let me give you just a hypothetical here, and you may
or may not be able to answer some of these questions, but the first one is you live in Portland?

FANNON: South Portland.

KILBRETH: South Portland. And there are quite a few tanks in South Portland, aren't they?

FANNON: Yes.

KILBRETH: Based on your general experience, would you say those tanks negatively impact
property values in any significant way?

FANNON: Having just looked for real estate in that area, I think if you are very close to the
tanks, it would be very hard to say no, if you are not in view of the tank, my sense is no impact
of the tank farm that I think you are talking about in Portland.

KILBRETH: And whereabouts, say Wyman Station, that you can see from just about
anywhere in Casco Bay and which is, I think, probably taller than this tank, but I can't swear to
that

FANNON: Are you talking about facility in Yarmouth?

KILBRETH: lam. Cousin's Island. Do you think that's had any significant impact on
property values in the greater Portland area?
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FANNON: You know, I have not done a study of that, I can only speak from personal
experience.

KILBRETH: Well, go ahead, what's your personal experience?

FANNON: It doesn't bother me.

KILBRETH: And let me ask one last question along the same line. So, since you're much
younger than I am, you might not remember this, but when Maine Yankee was built in the, you
know, late '60's and early '70's, now there's a disamenity going into a totally new area with no
industrial, so all of the factors you identify existed in spades. On top of that, it's a nuclear
power plant, and although some people have tried to suggest this is like that, I think Dr. Raj
made a pretty convincing case last night that this is like a gasoline tank, not a nuclear power
plant or anything else. So, do you have any idea about what has happened to Wiscasset and it's
property value?

FANNON: I don't.

KILBRETH: Thank you. That's all I have Mr. Chairman.

PROBERT: Thank you. TBNT, or Islesboro Islands Trust coalition. If you would like.
Whatever's most comfortable.

STEVE HINCHMAN: Steve Hinchman with consolidated interveners, including IIT, Retirees
and others. You ready? How's that, better? Can I be heard? Steve Hinchman, TBNT, IIT,
and other consolidated interveners. Ms. Fannon, when, after you were done and the chair
started, I would like to note for the record, did you or did you not offer to slant the outcome of
the report?

FANNON: I did not. I did, I did say right at the outset that you can find studies that say
virtually anything, but it would never have been our intention, nor is it ever going to slant in
any direction, even if we were asked to do so.

PROBERT: I will accept your answer.

HINCHMAN: You said you don't?

PROBERT: I do.

HINCHMAN: You do? OK.

PROBERT: She explained you could do it either way, I said we want it down the middle.
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HINCHMAN: OK. I was surprised by that exchange and I wanted to know what really
happened.

FANNON: I was surprised by it, too.

HINCHMAN: First of all, with regard to cost of services for county and municipality, so I
have a couple of questions for you. Those weren't conclusions that you made, you simply
relied on what you were told by the various agencies you interviewed, is that correct?

FANNON: We did, we did, we did no independent study of, you know, should the town get
any more equipment, should it hire any more personnel, we relied on the town for what they
intended to do should this project go through.

HINCHMAN: Did you look at the literature or talk to any other independent consultants with
regard to that question?

FANNON: We did note the Yellowwood study, which might have some context, I believe it
was the study they did for Harpswell. They, I believe, indicated, and I should preface this by
saying this was not a key part of what we were doing, but I believe in that study they, you
know, to assess this kind of information, but I believe that they, they found that there would be
additional expenditures in the magnitude of maybe five-hundred-thousand dollars in their town.
I think they were starting, my recollection is they were starting from quite a bit different base
and that they started out by saying the town is already short by A, B, C, D, and E, and in order
to bring it up to snuff just as a staring point, various positions had to be added to the town.

HINCHMAN: So, did you look, is there an inventory of what's here in Waldo County and
Searsport and whether there's an existing backlog, any sort of analysis of what's here now,
what we're starting from with this facility?

FANNON: Do you mean from an emergency-management perspective?

HINCHMAN: All of the departments that you talked to.

FANNON: I did not go out and look and say, I am certainly not qualified to say do you have
the right number of fire trucks or any kinds of emergency services.

HINCHMAN: So, are you qualified in any manner to determine what the actual cost to
municipal services might be for this facility?

FANNON: I'm not.

HINCHMAN: And, you did not try to fact-check or confirm or deny any of the statements
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that you were given by the various agencies?

FANNON: No, no we didn't, again I think in the context of what the Harpswell, the Town of
Harpswell was facing at half a million dollars, and Searsport, I believe was 110,000 dollars,
does not seem unreasonable to me given the greatly varied magnitude of what they're
anticipating.

HINCHMAN: Are you aware that on November 18th, presumably after you interviewed with
these departments, that Mr. Rivers, who's chair, head of the emergency services department,
provided a letter to the planning board stating that a hazard assessment for this facility has not
been done and that the risk to workers, public and the environment cannot be determined until
such an assessment is done?

FANNON: I am not aware of that letter.

HINCHMAN: So, that would indicate that he did not know what the risks were or what the
emergency planning requirements would be at the time you interviewed him with regard to
what his needs for his department would be?

FANNON: We relied primarily, as I indicated, on what they told us as well as the letters that
they wrote indicating their level of preparedness and additional resources they would need at
the time we did our report.

HINCHMAN: I would like to submit right now for the record a copy of that letter to the
planning board because it is not on the list that you guys gave out at the beginning of these
proceedings, so I just want to make sure you have it, and that it's available to everybody else,
and the portion I just was quoting from is the very last paragraph on Page 3 of Mr. Rivers'
letter. So, carrying on, Ms. Fannon, how many businesses in Searsport did you visit during
the course of your analysis?

FANNON: We did not visit business, we met with a number of business owners.

HINCHMAN: Were you invited to go to any of the businesses or to view the environmental
amenities or the existing industrial disamenities personally?

FANNON: I don't believe so. I did go down and visit the site where the proposed tank is
going to be, inside the Sprague facility.

HINCHMAN: And, so, can you name the places in town, up on Route One, where the tank
farm is currently visible?

FANNON: I can't.
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HINCHMAN: Can you name places not on Route One where the tank farm is currently
visible?

FANNON: I can't, but neither was that my assignment.

HINCHMAN: Did you...

FANNON: If I could just be clear about that My assignment was to inform the board what
the various research said. It was not to determine where within that research it was going to
fall, certainly the board needs to know where these businesses are, the board needs to know
what's visible in order to make that determination, but we were informing the board of the
findings of the research.

HINCHMAN: So, just in terms of establishing what the baseline is that you're working with
here and whether or not any given study applies to this setting other than noting the fact that
what the zoning is on the map, you didn't do any sort of analysis to say what is the current
industrial backdrop and how will that industrial backdrop change?

FANNON: Correct.

HINCHMAN: And, the same way, did you look at the type of baseline industry here in town
that currently exists?

FANNON: Yes. We certainly noted, for example that there was a certain portion of it that was
tourism, it's in our report, but I don't recall what it is right now.

HINCHMAN: One quote that I recall is that the town was primarily small business, small
boat-building and industrial, and I think you attributed that to the town manager?

FANNON: Yes, and we went and we looked at data on actual employment in the town, which
is the next sentence.

HINCHMAN: And how many small boat-builders are there in this town?

FANNON: 1 don't know.

HINCHMAN: Could you, and so you looked at employment, did you look at the...

FANNON: We did not look at employment. We looked at employment to see the types of
industries that were in town.

HINCHMAN: Did you look at a breakdown of the sources of tax revenue for the town?
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FANNON: We did at one point, yes.

HINCHMAN: And would that be primarily industrial small boat-building?

FANNON: Yes.

HINCHMAN: I'd like to put up for the record a pie chart showing the Searsport property tax
revenue breakdown for the town of Searsport in 2011, which is the study here from the annual
report and percentages from the tax assessor. Another couple of pieces of background that
were in your report talking about the truck levels, and I believe the report represented that the
average truck levels represented the cap affected by the air-quality permits?

FANNON: Yes.

HINCHMAN: Did you look at the air-quality permits?

FANNON: Yes.

HINCHMAN: Would it surprise you to know that emissions from trucks were exempted from
review in the air-quality-permit process?

FANNON: Yes, which is, personally I have no knowledge of how that works.

HINCHMAN: In terms of LPG trucks...

FANNON: Although I don't think I was talking about air-quality permits, I was simply talking
about the number of trucks.

HINCHMAN: Number of trucks. But if the emissions from the trucks are exempted from the
permit, 1 fail to understand how the permit is the limiting factor in truck traffic.

FANNON: Good point.

HINCHMAN: OK. For LPG trucks, do you have any idea the size of these vehicles?

FANNON: I don't.

HINCHMAN: Do you know if they are comparable to the trucks that serve the oil-tank farm?

FANNON: My understanding is that they weren't.

HINCHMAN: And do you know how many of the current, did you check to see if the current
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oil trucks, did they stop in town and get a burger and fries?

FANNON: I did not ask any drivers, no.

HINCHMAN: Do you know where they could park if they wanted to stop and get a pizza at
Dino's, or...

FANNON: No, but I did note you all disagreed with that contention.

HINCHMAN: A couple of other background pieces. Do you know the risk levels associated
with a wind farm?

FANNON: I only know the issues that were raised as causing property value decreases.

HINCHMAN: Would health and safety risks related to fire and explosion be one of those?

FANNON: No.

HINCHMAN: The BTC project in Turkey that you discussed, did you evaluate the
circumstances of that analysis to see if it is applicable to this economy and to this location?

FANNON: Yes, as I indicated, we drew from the studies, the main findings of the studies and
their conclusions.

HINCHMAN: So you didn't sort of cross-check to see if the studies are applicable to this
situation?

FANNON: We determine the applicability based on the type of disamenity that, that's being
discussed. In other words, the issues that that particularly disamenity affected, whether it was
noise, industrial site, safety, those kinds of issues.

HINCHMAN: But not the surrounding community?

FANNON: Not the surrounding community.

HINCHMAN: So you have no idea what the surrounding community was?

FANNON: No.

HINCHMAN: The same thing for Newington. Is Newington a tourist town?

FANNON: Not to my knowledge.
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HINCHMAN: Does it have an ecotourism industry?

FANNON: No, not to my knowledge.

HINCHMAN: Does it have a lot of recreational sailing right off-shore there in the Piscataqua
River?

FANNON: I'm not familiar enough to know.

HINCHMAN: Do you know what it's economic base is, is it a bedroom community of
Portsmouth?

FANNON: What my knowledge of Newington is mostly malls and stores and...

HINCHMAN: Do you have any idea what the growth pressure is in that area?

FANNON: No.

HINCHMAN: And, and in terms of the general property values that you've discussed, did you
make any distinctions or analysis regarding distance from the facility, for example abutters,
very, very close neighbors...

FANNON: We weren't able to get specific property-value information, no.

HINCHMAN: But, you did make a personal observation with regards to South Portland, that
there is a difference between abutters and close neighbors versus people that have no view of,
day-to-day view of...

FANNON: That is my personal view having viewed real estate very close to the tank farms
and not within visibility.

HINCHMAN: And, do you have any knowledge of what the various risk levels are of a oil
tank farm compared to a gas, bulk gas storage tank?

FANNON: I certainly do not.

HINCHMAN: In general did you look at the impact of ecotourism businesses and industrial
disamenities, so not just tourism but really ecotourism?

FANNON: I did not find any studies specifically on ecotourism, no.
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HINCHMAN: And, did you look at what happens when a disamenity of an entirely new or

different scale comes into a rural destination community?

FANNON: Yes, some of them were disamenities in rural destinations.

HINCHMAN: Rural communities or sort of a...

FANNON: Rural communities, sorry. You said destination, sorry. Rural community.

HINCHMAN: I think I will turn it over to whoever's next, and thank you very much for your
time.

PROBERT: Does DCP wish to rebut anything on this or add anything, further questions of
Nancy Fannon?

KILBRETH: OK, I think Mr. Hinchman was referring to this BCT project study and trying to
draw some distinctions, but based upon your review of all of the studies, do you agree with
their conclusion that many of the components of the proposed marine terminal will not be able
to alien the landscape due to the presence...

PROBERT: Move the microphone just a little.

KILBRETH: Alright? On? So, I was asking basically asking, I wanted to draw Ms. Fannon's
attention back to the quote from the DCP project Mr. Hinchman was asking her about and that
says any of the components of the proposed marine terminal will not be alien into the landscape
due to the presence of the existing marine terminal facility, which acts as an industrial backdrop
for many key viewpoints. Now, I think you said you went down and saw the Sprague terminal
where the tank would be, so, if you are looking at that from the water, that would be exactly
what this just described, would it not?

FANNON: Yes, that's why I put it in there, yes.

KILBRETH: Now, I did want to follow up on something Mr. Bradstreet asked you. Actually,
my experience is that in fact when you are driving on 95 there are moments when you can see
those tanks, are you aware of that one way or the other?

FANNON: Yes, yes, yes absolutely.

KILBRETH: You can see them?

FANNON: Yes.
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KILBRETH: Yes. Thank you. That's all I have.

HINCHMAN: And do you know how many of the current, did you check to see if the current

PROBERT: Thank you. Any other interested parties? You're an interested party, right? She's
going on two things, Friends of Sears Island, they have consolidated their presentation, she's
also an interested party, and I am quite liberal on these things, letting people ask questions and
get answers, we have the representative here who can answer tonight, and not tomorrow night,
and all the information the board can gather on this, I'm very willing to accept. I think I know
who you are, but state it for the record.

MARIETTA RAMSDELL. Marietta Ramsdell, I live here in Searsport, and I am representing
the Friends of Sears Island as president of that organization. In your report. Miss Fannon, you
mentioned the C3 facility in Tampa, but you said it wasn't pertinent, so that you did not go into
anything. Could you comment on that please?

FANNON: My understanding of that facility is that it's in a very industrialized zone off on a
separate part of Tampa and nowhere near where there would would be...

RAMSDELL: Isn't that facility very significant?

FANNON: Yes, certainly.

RAMSDELL: Then, it does seem strange that you chose not to put that in your report.

FANNON: I thought I did put that in my report.

RAMSDELL: Well, to go into it I mean, that's the only comparable-sized tank on the east
coast and possibly maybe even the entire country.

FANNON: Your point being, I take it, that they selected to put it in that kind of a site.

RAMSDELL: Absolutely.

FANNON: Yes, I understand your point.

RAMSDELL: And it is a very large exclusion zone.

FANNON: Yes.

RAMSDELL: OK. That is all.
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PROBERT: Thank you. Any other interested parties wish to comment? Representative for
Albert Hall.

ED BEAROR: Thank you. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Ms. Fannon, we just met
earlier this evening, may I call you Nancy?

FANNON: Yes.

BEAROR: Thank you. Nancy, I had a chance to review your report that was submitted to the
town recently, and I just had a few questions for you about some of the terms and what appear
to be some of the suppositions that you made in coming up with, well you don't really come up
with any conclusions in your report as much as you mine data for the board to then conclude...

FANNON: Yes.

BEAROR: OK. But you used the term quite often that the proposed DCP tank is in a tank
farm, would you agree that you've used that phrase tonight, and in your report you refer to it as
being a tank farm?

FANNON: In an industrial zone and tank farm, yes.

BEAROR: Now, I want to show you first of all a portion of the town's zoning map, I've got
multiple copies if board members need them, I don't need to make it an exhibit, it's part of your
zoning map, DCP...

PROBERT: If this is not an exhibit, please don't.

BEAROR: OK. You're going to have to come get it because I can't, I'm tethered here.
Alright. So, with that map in hand, I also want to direct your attention to what is in red is
commercial, OK?

FANNON: Yes.

BEAROR: And what is in, well, blue, sort of a, not a light blue but in blue, along the ocean,
which is white, is industrial land, alright?

FANNON: Yes.

BEAROR: And, if you can just follow my finger, this is where the tank is to be located.

FANNON: Yes.
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BEAROR: And wouldn't you agree with me that all of the land to the north is commercial?

FANNON: Directly to the north?

BEAROR: Yes.

FANNON: I don't see a north, south, east, west on here, but sure.

BEAROR: Well, let's assume the top of the page is north, OK.

FANNON: Yes.

BEAROR: And that all of the land to the west, to the southwest is commercial, it's red as well?

FANNON: Yes.

BEAROR: So, this property, although zoned industrial, is bordered on all sides not owned by
DCP, or Sprague, by commercial property, not industrial property, would you agree?

FANNON: Sure.

BEAROR: And, I want to show you now the exhibit that was offered earlier in this process
last night by DCP, it shows where the tank would be located, can you see that little red line that
runs from the ocean up to the northwest, northeast corner of that, lets just call it the upper right-
hand comer of the page?

FANNON: Yes.

BEAROR: I understand that red line to be the pipeline that would carry the product to the tank,
and so at the end of the line is the tank, OK?

FANNON: Yes.

BEAROR: So, in your estimation there, which are closer to the tank that DCP proposes to
build? The Sprague tanks, or the other fuel tanks that are shown on that diagram, or the
commercial properties? Which are closer?

FANNON: The commercial properties to that

BEAROR: Quite a bit closer, right?

FANNON: Yes.
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BEAROR: Well, could you guesstimate, you've been to the property, how far is the proposed
tank site from the other tanks?

FANNON: I can't

BEAROR: OK. If I told you that the proposed tank is between 4 and 500 feet to my client's
buildings, I represent Mr. Hall, he's an abutting land owner, would you say that those are much
closer than the tank farm?

FANNON: Your client's property, most certainly.

BEAROR: And his buildings, too?

FANNON: Yes.

BEAROR: Did you visit with Mr. Hall to talk to him about what the impact of this might be?

FANNON: He was in Florida at the time.

BEAROR: So, the answer is you did not have a chance to chat?

FANNON: No.

BEAROR: So, do you know what the, how harmoniously a restaurant and motel, existing
restaurant and motel facility, can coexist with a 22-million gallon storage facility like this?

FANNON: As I indicated, the studies show that properties that were closest were the most
significantly impacted.

BEAROR: Would you say this his will be significantly impacted?

FANNON: My guess would be yes.

BEAROR: OK. And, in South Portland, and I'll take a chance and ask a question a lawyer
shouldn't ask because I may not know the answer to it, in South Portland, the tank farm, is
there a restaurant within 4 or 500 feet of the tanks?

FANNON: There may be. There is actually a couple of places where there are tank farms in
Portland, one of them is in quite a residential area, the other one is close, quite close to a very
residential area, there are certainly no restaurants as close as your client's.

BEAROR: Thank you. Your study made reference to the facility in Newington, and I guess
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the planning board members have visited that facility, and in your study you talk about the
building of, at least your exhibit on Page 31 of your report, Exhibit 4, housing growth over a
34-year period in Newington?

FANNON: Yes.

BEAROR: That doesn't tell us where those houses were built in Newington, does it?

FANNON: It does not.

BEAROR: So we don't know if any of those were built within 500 yards, let alone 500 feet, of
the tank farm.

FANNON: Right And I would say more likely they are not close because they are
discouraging building near the tank farm.

BEAROR: Why would that be, do you know?

FANNON: Obviously because property-value effects, property effects.

BEAROR: So, who is discouraging the building?

FANNON: The town is.

BEAROR: How does it go about discouraging building near the tank farm?

FANNON: My recollection is is that they are offering relocation or encouraging relocation to
residents nearby.

BEAROR: Do you know why they were doing that, why they would encourage residents to
relocate away from the tank farm?

FANNON: Again, my recollection was that they were cognizant of the fact that there were
dangerous facilities along the waterfront, so they were interested in moving nearby residences.

BEAROR: And is the storage facility that the planning board visited in Newington one of
those facilities on the waterfront?

FANNON: I don't know what they visited.

BEAROR: C3?
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FANNON: I assume it's C3, right, yes, of course.

BEAROR: And that is one of the facilities along the waterfront?

FANNON: Yes. And I do discuss all that in my report.

BEAROR: That, you, that the city is actually discouraging people from residing nearby?

FANNON: Yes.

BEAROR: OK. Sorry, I didn't see that in the report. In your slides, and also in your report,
you made mention of jobs, there's a slide that, I don't know if it had the title jobs on it, but it
was toward the beginning, and it suggested there would be eight to twelve jobs, I'm not sure if
that's new jobs that result from this project or not

FANNON: Yes, what I indicate is that I believe DCP has indicated there would be eight to
twelve permanent jobs established, I think I was talking about comments also that were made
by the chair of the economic development committee referencing those jobs as well as
additional business that may be done in town, as I noted I understand that the TBNT folks
dispute that there will be additional jobs and that there will be job-losses.

BEAROR: Not having spoken to Mr. Hall, do you have any idea what the impact would be on
his employees, the number of employees he might need at this restaurant if this tank is built?

FANNON: Yes.

BEAROR: Do you know how many employees he has now?

FANNON: I don't.

BEAROR: Thirty-five or forty. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Nancy.

PROBERT: Thank you, Mr. Bearor. Any other interested, yes, David?

DAVID ITALIAANDER: David Italiaander, 17 Shore Side Lane. I guess fortunately most of
the counselors and the chairman had stolen most of my thunder and asked many of the
questions that I had, but I had a couple. Would it be fair to say, to characterize the results of the
study relative to property values and tourism as basically some unknowable but certainly
conceivable loss across the board, so we don't know how much, but we know that property
values would be affected?

FANNON: I would not say across the board necessarily.
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ITALIAANDER: But given distances, perhaps the distance from, as you stated, so there
would be negative effects, pretty much a certainty

FANNON: My recollection is that they will be.

ITALIAANDER: How much? My other question is this. Turkey? Really? How can...

FANNON: I understand that we told a little bit, we cited some studies from England as well...

ITALIAANDER: England I can almost understand...

PROBERT: Please let her finish, Mr. Italiaander.

FANNON: I understand. There were very few studies that were of the type of facility that we
wanted to focus on, so in that regard we took what we could in that area. You did note that we
broke our studies down into various types of disamenities, focusing on the effects of all the
effects of the disamenities and gathered the reports that we found to be available addressing
each of those. They have concerns that are not unlike concerns that you all have, the same
things cited in those studies are many of the same things that I heard from folks in the town, so
that's why we put that study in, because there are people concerned about the same kinds of
things.•o"

ITALIAANDER: You wouldn't concede there might be cultural differences between tourists
to the coast of Maine and...

FANNON: Absolutely, sure.

ITALIAANDER: And wouldn't they perhaps view this disamenities in a different way?

FANNON: They might. But they do raise a lot of the same issues.

ITALIAANDER: If you took that study out, since you have a study of studies essentially, if
you removed that study, how would that affect your overall conclusion?

FANNON: Not hardly at all.

ITALIAANDER: Because they seem to be actually the hidden pear, everybody else seems to
care about view shed, and they were like ya, ya.

FANNON: Well, no I wouldn't say that, the studies of view sheds in particular, the wind
turbines were all over the board, and as I noted there were many studies that found no impact at
all, there were several studies that found a fairly dramatic impact, as I noted some of that was
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driven by advocacy, depending on who the study was done by, proximity and so forth.

ITALIAANDER: But you would also concede that this is a very different visual impact than a
wind turbine?

FANNON: Oh, absolutely, yes.

ITALIAANDER: Thank you very much.

PROBERT: Thank you. Any other interested parties that wish to comment? Penobscot Bay
Pilots? Yes, you are an interested party. I thought you were going to save it for the Good
Harbor's report.

DIANE MESSER: Well, I will, there's other individuals here, but Diane Messer, and although
my primary interest and emphasis is on emergency services and disaster response, I do have a
question, fairly general. The four items, no, actually I do have a preface to that. Anybody here,
and please give me a little latitude, this hearing is for the benefit of the public as well, does
anybody here have a problem with the term disamenity? Amenity is a positive thing, so instead
of calling it a negative or a hazard, as far as impact goes, it's a disamenity. I think that's a bit
troubling to use that terminology.

PROBERT: I think that probably could be defined in the dictionary and at least from the board
members we looked at this, it definitely is not an amenity when you are looking at it..

MESSER: It's definitely not an amenity, yes.

PROBERT: We're clear on that without getting into semantics. You have some questions for
her?

MESSER: I do.

PROBERT: So let's get to them.e»v

MESSER: Generally speaking. Municipal services, property values, tourism and property
taxes were the four items that were to be considered, specifically not by name employment,
financial health of DCP, there were questions asked about that last evening, the impact on other
towns in the county, and the big one for me, the environment, safety and liabilities. Only as
they affect the specific four disamenities, so not to be taken in to consideration was
environment, safety and liabilities for the impacts on people and on their activities? This is a
tourist town and it's a great concern to everyone here. I think that they should be considered,
and why were they not?
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PROBERT: That is a question to this board. It went back to a previous meeting with the
planning board deciding what, first of all we're definitely going to have an economic impact
study there had been one provided to us from the applicant, there was one coming that we had
access to from those opposed to the tank, we had pledged initially, at least I pledged, that we
would have one, we went out to get a third party on it, then we reviewed these as to where does
it apply to our performance standards within the ordinance? We're we getting the ordinances,
what we could do in the scope, where we needed help, we needed help on the property values,
these were four items that were chosen that we thought had direct impact, and some did not,
liability is not one of our performance standards per se. I'm going to go through it. This was
not a ground-up or say development impact study such as a couple of other companies would
have developed, one of them I guess you would say, Comoine Associates down in southern
Maine did an excellent one, for the City of Portland they quoted their growth and development,
did that study and plan, Yellowwood studies that they did, we were not going in that way, we
were going on the other one, with specific questions that have been raised on the tax part,
employment, and tourism, and this was a board decision, and it was discussed with the board
in meeting and voted on, it was by the Searsport Planning Board, not by the county or non
residents. And I would turn on that, if our attorney wants to add to it or any of the board
members want to add to it, but this is where we made our decision, and this was our change,
the Fannon evaluation.

MESSER: Just to clarify, so I understand you correctly the other items, environment, safety
impacts, are going to be addressed separately, and specifically in the Safe Harbor report?

PROBERT: I don't know if they'll be in the Safe Harbor report, I have no idea what's going to
be in there, but we have performance standards under the ordinances that judge that we have to
stay within those performances, I think I mentioned the other night we do not have any
supervision over the waterway out there, so when you ask questions about a passage on the
waterway, that's nothing that we have, there are other items we do not have any control over or
it's not in our change to consider, we have to look at what our performance standards are and
base those, and some of them you can say are in the purpose or the preamble if you say saying
safety and some other things, or impact, we'll probably stretch to those as much as we can. We
do not have anything in there saying about liability, we have financial capacity, but not going
out in the future.

MESSER: Thank you. I think I wanted to emphasize the first two items, the environment and
safety, and you can hear from the questions of the concerned parties that safety and
environmental impact are concerns, and I think people would like to know when these are
going to be adequately addressed?

PROBERT: You are addressing it in the review process primarily...

MESSER: Review by whom?
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PROBERT: By the planning board, when you asked about when they are going to be
addressed, and in the zoning ordinance that is one of the standards is safety.

MESSER: At what point will that take place?

PROBERT: It will take place in the review process after the public hearings are concluded, and
we have a long way to go on this part, and we still have more to go with the applicant, we still
have Good Harbors, and we still have more presentations coming out of here.

MESSER: Thank you.

PROBERT: And safety is definitely a concern, it does not get listed right up front as a
performance standard saying you have to meet this, this and this, and that's what we'll of course
look at, you go on setback lists, say tanks have to be set back a certain distance from the
property line, there is supposed to be, in this case they have a noise level that has to be met,
those are standards that they definitely have to meet, numbers that are identifiable, and not
subject to the planning board's let's say interpretation or whim, so then we get into it, we're
going to have fun with this property value, it would have been nice if she had come out and
said they are going to go down this much at this distance and you should be prepared to either
compensate or turn it down or whatever, that's not there, it's going to be a planning board
decision, and I guess that's the way it should be, but we have been given information, sorry if I
ramble.

MESSER: No, that's OK. It's not just the normal operation safety aspects that are under
consideration but extraordinary circumstances, emergencies, and those were addressed to a
certain extent last evening, but I didn't hear a whole lot of answers, I heard a lot of humma,
humma, humma, and these are what's usual and what's common, and not addressed specifically
to the operation of this plant and to call into question the suppositions or the opinion of the
person giving the presentation, and the reasons I'm speaking in generalities now is because that
individual is not here to be able to ask questions of, and I would have rather had that
opportunity last evening, but it got rather late, but thank you, and I hope there'll be ample
opportunity to challenge or question safety and environmental concerns.

PROBERT: I hope all your questions get answered.

MESSER: Thank you.

PROBERT: Any other interested parties? At this time I think it's a good time to take a seven-
minute break. I didn't see you Jamie, go ahead. Speak up. Get your microphone going.

KILBRETH: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me just follow up on a few things. Keeping
focus on, we'll do this later in terms of who's where because the general discussion, but I want
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to focus on Mr. Hall for a second since that was what Mr. Bearor did. First of all, Nancy, you
talked about restaurants and tank farms. Have you ever been to the Salt Water Grill?

FANNON: Yes. Good point.

KILBRETH: And that's pretty close to the tank farm, isn't it?

FANNON: It's very close to a tank farm.

KILBRETH: That's in South Portland, isn't it?

FANNON: Yes.

KILBRETH: Pretty far from the restaurant?

FANNON: Very.

KILBRETH: Now, let me show you some slides. This will just take me a second, I promise.
This is coming out of Bangor on Route 1 A, OK? So, you can see the whole run of tanks,
treatment plant, tanks. Go to the next one, Steve. Now, you're coming into active tank, set of
tanks there, there's a big tank right on 1A, and up at the top, if you look right there, guess what
that is? Next slide, please. Here it is. Next one, Steve. Here it is. That would be a restaurant.
So, there are restaurants near tanks, aren't there? Let's go behind to the next one, Steve. Those
are not empty tanks, and they're right down the hill from the restaurant, right down the hill.
They're active, they're propane and fuel. That's all I have, Mr. Chairman.

BEAROR: I object. I have to be able to abut that, because that is beyond the scope of what I
asked him about.

PROBERT: Go ahead, Mr. Bearor.

BEAROR: Mr. Kilbreth could you put the Bangor slide up again? Can we see the one that
had McLaughlin's Seafood on it? That's right there, thank you. To the witness, do you know
anything about McLaughlin's Seafood?

FANNON: Nothing at all.

BEAROR: Do you know how many people it seats, for example?

FANNON: No.

BEAROR: Do you know if it's business is 90% or more take-out?
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FANNON: I have no idea.

BEAROR: Do you know they recently acquired a different location miles away?

FANNON: I don't know a thing about it.

BEAROR: Do you know that across the street there is a big restaurant that's now closed?

FANNON: I don't know anything about this.

BEAROR: Thank you.

PROBERT: Thank you. Let's not get into arguing back and forth on this, your points have
been made. Any other interested parties that wish to speak at this time? If not we are going to
break and resume here at 9,7:48.

RECESS

PROBERT: Did Nancy Fannon leave? If she's not here, then that's a question that won't be
answered. I'd like to reiterate to stifle to comments, I know some of them are hard to keep
down, but keep those things to yourselves, please. At this time we'll turn it over to Buddy Hall
and his team. Mr. Bearor.

BEAROR: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We are going to address the review standard that
requires any individual who feels that their property value has been adversely affected to
affirmatively demonstrate their case or prove their case to the board. In order to do that, we
retained the services of Theodore Webersinn, Mr. Webersinn is seated at the table here, and he
will make a presentation to you. Before he does I would like to make a handout, which is an
excerpt of his full appraisal, I will make his full appraisal a part of the record if I could, it's
contained in four separate volumes, I'll make one copy of the appraisal available to the board,
and I will make digital copies available to all board members and any interested parties, and the
applicant.

COLLINS: Just to interrupt. Has the applicant seen this appraisal before tonight?

COLLINS: OK.

BEAROR: No. Is there a problem with that?

COLLINS: Would you have the opportunity to allow them to review it and more effectively
later on cross-examine your witness?
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BEAROR: If my witness is available when the board reconvenes, yes, Mr. Webersinn is
going to be away between Christmas and New Years, or a week before Christmas and New
Years, but if it's in January, it is my understanding is he will be available.

COLLINS: That would be great. Thanks.

BEAROR: Am I free to proceed with Mr. Webersinn?

PROBERT: Please go ahead.

BEAROR: Thank you.

PROBERT: Ed?

BEAROR: Yes?

PROBERT: I'd like to take care of one question on, Nancy Fannon's here, it was submitted by
a member of the general public, and while she's here if you would let us have that interruption,
I appreciate it. This was proposed by somebody who's not an interested party, and they have a
question on a lot of things, what you're thoughts would be or if you did any studies on the use,
we know the planning board doesn't have anything to do with the waterway, but the
recreational use of the waterway by boaters, lets say kayakers, sail-boaters, motor boaters,
things like that, recreational uses, and how it would be adversely impacted or whatever, by the
exclusion zone and tanker passage through here.

FRANGESH: Everyone has probably heard testimony or is aware of the potential exclusion
zone and how often ships potentially would be coming in and out of the harbor, that that would
be affected. We asked, as we did about all the area's disamenities that we asked about, or
things affecting property values that we asked about, we asked about what the potential impact
of that would be, the harbormaster had told us that the amount of time that it takes a ship, the
ship to pass any particular spot would be five to ten minutes, and again it would be only six
times a year, so having said that. So, having said that, that strikes me as another area that
would be a potential issue that could have impact. The extent of that, of course, I'm going to
point to the board again and say it's up to you to decide ultimately what that impact's going to
be and how it's going to, how and if it would affect tourism and property values.

PROBERT: Thank you very much. Thank you for coming back.

FANNON: I almost got out.

PROBERT: This is interested parties. Please use the mic because it gets recorded.
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DAVID ITALIAANDER: Are you aware that the berth might be occupied when vessels
come into Searsport and might have to stay at anchor for 48 hours?

FRANGESH: I did ask about that, and the response I was given was that they would not be in
the bay, out here in the harbor, that they would be farther out, in other words they would not be
anchored, this is what I was told, obviously the board is going to hear testimony about that

PROBERT: I know you're an interested party, Jay, so please go ahead down.

JAY ECONOMY: Hi, my name is Jay Economy, I live at 172 East Main Street. You
mentioned that the harbormaster said there would be a five- to ten-minute time period that it
would take the tanker to pass any given point?

FRANGESH: Yes.

ECONOMY: If there is a two-mile exclusion zone in front and behind, they would extend it
extensively, right?

FRANGESH: Obviously.

ECONOMY: Thank you.

PROBERT: Any more interested parties wish to rebut the question again? Thank you again
for coming back. Whoops, Mark, a member of the board.

BRADSTREET: May I call you Nancy?

FRANGESH: You may.

BRADSTREET: OK, I'm asking this in your professional opinion, I'm going back to
Newington, New Hampshire, because I think at least in my mind it's not a tourist area, it's not a
small business residential area anywhere near the C3 tank because the tank is in the center of a
good-sized industrial zone not visible from the road, or at least from the main road because
there's a long industrial access road going down into it, can we discount that comparable with
Searsport?

FRANGESH: Well, remember that I didn't have any, there is no real study that was done of
that facility, so when you talk about discounting, I'm not quite sure what you discount there,
but...

BRADSTREET: I think it's comparable to our situation, and I wanted your professional
judgment.
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FRANGESH: It's probably not terribly comparable given it's pretty solely industrial, I mean it
is certainly in an industrial zone, but it's not like this.

BRADSTREET: Thank you. Because you agree there's nothing close to it, I mean as far as
like Mr. Hall's restaurant or anything, because I was there, I know there's nothing there. Thank
you.

PROBERT: I hope I have cleared the deck on this, no Jamie. Go ahead.

KILBRETH: There's a mall there, isn't there?

FRANGESH: Sure.

KILBRETH: So, you have industrial zone, there's a tank farm, why are you saying it's not
comparable. Tell me something that's more comparable.

FANNON: In terms of the actual facility itself it's as comparable as you're going to find. The
area around it though, I don't think is particularly comparable, and as I was noting earlier, they
are trying to discourage homeowners from living right in that immediate area, proximity is
everything.

BRADSTREET: I was at the mall, you can't see the facility from that commercial zone.

PROBERT: Thank you.

FANNON: I'm going to start standing up again.

PROBERT: Thank you again, thank you very much for your forbearance.

BEAROR: Mr. Chairman, I'm handing you now an excerpt which basically I was calling an
executive summary, I have given you nine copies and I am keeping one for myself, if you need
more I'll scrape one up somehow. So, again Mr. Chairman, is it on? OK. Mr. Chairman, Mr.
Webersinn will introduce himself and identify himself by his credentials, and his objective here
this evening is to tell you what in his opinion the impact of this facility would be on the
properties, pleural, of both Angler's Restaurant and Bait's Motel, which are owned by Mr. Hall,
and he's available to answer any board questions you may have, and as previously asked by
board counsel, I have volunteered that Mr. Webersinn would return at a later date to answer
any and all questions that might be put to him. Thank you.

THEODORE WEBERSINN: Mr. Chairman, members of the board, my name is Ted
Webersinn, I'm an MAI, which is a designated member of the Appraisal Institute, I have been
an appraiser of commercial properties for the past twenty-seven years, I have been on the state
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board of real estate appraisers for the past twelve years. I live in Surry, I am very familiar with
the area, I have lived her full-time since 1999. I'm going to, I'm not going to read the report to
you, as you can all see it's quite large, but it has to be that way to comply to the uniform
standards of professional appraisal practice. I will be using the board, it's going to be difficult
to see, but I have in the excerpts provided at least the cash-flow differences in the before and
the after condition. I was engaged by Mr. Hall and Mr. Bearor to appraise this property in the
before condition, before the DCP facility was ever built or was ever intended to be built directly
behind Mr. Hall's property, and then I appraised it in the after condition as if it was built and in
operation as of the fall of 2014 to come up with what would be a diminished or diminution of
value based on the impact of the facility being adjacent to the subject property, and indeed the
facility is very close to the subject property, you can see up here it is within, the tank itself is
within 200 feet of the property line of Mr. Hall's property, it is within 450 feet of the wall, the
back wall, of the motel, the Bait's Motel. It is, when it's finished it will be 111 feet of the tank
will be visible from the back of the hotel and the restaurant, and so the back windows of the
hotel will be able to look directly out onto the tank. This blue line right here is the approximate
elevation of the floor of the subject property and this is the section of the tank. In addition,
there'll be trucks that will be coming down Station Avenue, filling up with propane, and then
exiting onto Route One to go either north, which would go past the subject property, or south
through the town. There is supposed to be the amount of 144 trucks per day, which is six per
hour, which may be possibly utilized, although the DCP expert said there may be less, still they
were saying at a maximum there would be 144 trucks per day, which would certainly have an
impact on the property. Now, I wanted to stick with the facts of the property and not try to use
other means of coming up with the value. I looked directly at the cash flows of the two
properties. I looked at the books and was able to construct a history of the income and
expenses for each business going back from 2007 through 2011, or 12/31/2011. I was
particularly interested in the past growth trends, even during the recession, of each business for
using, to infer or project income if the facility did not exist, that was my first phase. The gross
income of the Bait's Motel, I'm sorry, the gross income of the Angler's Restaurant, seen by the
top graft, grew at an average rate of 4.2% from 2007 through 2011, that would be on the right
side, top, right top, and the left top would be the Bait's Motel, and down below are the
subsequent cash flows after, which I will explain in a moment. The 2007 and 2008 years for
the Bait's Motel were really considered start-up years, but the last few years they have been
growing, and it is still at a 37.8% occupancy rate, where normally a seasonal motel would be at
a 60% occupancy rate. I based my projections on these trends, because in 2011 and 2012 the
income started to drop. This was after the knowledge of the facility to be located in this
location occurred and people knew that it was going to be located here or it had been talked
about, it was public knowledge, and at that time the income started to drop, and this was
confirmed not only by the books of Mr. Hall, but also by Mr. Hall himself, and it started, it got
worse in 2011. Now, using the before condition, using the cash flows up until 2011, where
they were increasing to a point where they started to stagnate, I valued the property, the
business of the Angler's Restaurant using the discounted future economic income method,
which is a discounted cash flow of the proposed income and expenses, actually it's a net
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income which we're looking at, and it's capitalized or discounted at a rate commensurate with
the market and I came up with a value of 382,000 dollars for the business and 315,000 dollars
for the real estate of the Angler's, for a total value of 697,000 dollars. The before value of the
Bait's Motel, which again is in start-up and still working in start-up, was 200,000 dollars, so
altogether the property is appraised out at 897,000 dollars total. Now, I looked at the income
and expenses that I mentioned before for the most recent years, when the public became aware
of the DCP liquid propane storage facility. According to the owner, Bud Hall, this started in
late 2010 and it went through 2011 and 2012. In order to estimate the year-end 2012 figures,
because I only had up until September 30,1 took the average September 30th operating gross
income, and I took the ratio of that to the total income for that year and came up with about
70%, so I divided the 2012 September number by 70% and came up with what would be a
typical 2012 end-of-year gross income, and it started decreasing. At Angler's Restaurant the
year end 2012 was 4% lower than the 2011 year. Now, this is a property that has been actually
growing in the past at rate of 4% average, 5 and 6% in 2009 and 2010, started down at 5% in
2011, and in 2011 to 2012 -4%. The Bait's Hotel, the same problem. The Bait's Hotel was
6.8%. In both cases the declines in gross revenue caused a negative cash flow that negated the
growing concern value of each business. Now, prior to these two recent years, 2011 and 2012,
the business were going concerns, they were successful, they were making money, and they
would continue as such, so they had a positive value. When you take the current the start of
2011-2012, take those trends and bring them downward, you find out that they are not going
concerns at that point and should not continue. I determined in my highest and best use
analysis that the commercial businesses were not viable in the after condition if they were
located immediately adjacent to the DCP liquid propane storage facility, and these are directly
adjacent to the facility. In addition, the location of the commercial use of this location in the
after condition went against the zoning code for the Town of Searsport, to wit quote the
purpose of the commercial district is to encourage development of commercial uses while
planning carefully to avoid conflicts with residential and other uses, and to inhibit strip
development and sprawl along Route One. Based on my research, including the description of
the DCP liquid propane facility, which is in my report and is a direct excerpt from the
application they made to you back in May of 2012. I feel it will more likely than not conflict
with the use of the subject as a lodging facility or a highway or added commercial use. It is
interesting to note that your industrial zone for Searsport does not allow restaurants or lodging
facilities within that zone, which would say to me that there must be conflict between those two
particular uses. In support of the conclusion that I came up with, I present the following. I
queried an active hotelier and a hotel broker operating throughout the State of Maine, namely
Robert Q. Simone, who owns the Ramada Inn in Ellsworth, along with David Witham, and
Darrin Heboid, a long-time hotel broker, who stated in essence the following: One, there will
be a harsh visual impact on potential customers. The vertical storage tank will tower
approximately 110 feet above the ground floor of the motel. There will be approximately 144
trucks per day that will drive by the motel and adjacent restaurant. The impact of noise on
guests will likely be such that after their stay, negative write-ups will appear on the media that
rate hotel/motel products. The effect of this type of rating will potentially be devastating to the
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business, both the motel and the restaurant. The recent three-year average occupancy was
37.8% that was the existing occupancy at this time. It is expected that the occupancy with the
LPG facility next door would, at a minimum, bring reduced in half. With a diminished
occupancy of 19% at an average daily rate of sixty dollars, the REVPAR, or revenue per
average per available room, would reduce by 50% to approximately eleven dollars and forty-
one cents per available room, and this may be a best-case scenario according to Mr. DeSimone.
Three, there is next to no possibility that any perspective purchaser would pay anywhere near
market value for this property under the conditions that would prevail with such a massive
LPG facility next door. I do not believe that a buyer would purchase this motel, even at a
discount of 50% of the current value. Mr. DeSimone stated further quote I know that I would
not personally pay even twenty-five percent of the current market value given the uncertainty.
Number four, the casualty and liability insurance rates are expected to increase given the
circumstances. Damn Heboid, the experienced broker that I mentioned in the State of Maine,
mostly midcoast Maine and downeast Maine, he said the advent of this DCP liquid propane
storage facility will essentially render the hotel functionally obsolete in terms of aesthetics/
visual disturbance, interference and disruption. Now, we talked earlier about Newington, New
Hampshire, which I visited, and I talked with the assessor there. There are several properties,
residential properties, that exist, that have been there for many years and have existed prior to
the advent of the facility or had been built at a set time slightly afterwards. There are residences
right here, houses with reduced assessment, there's another group of houses in here, these
group of houses here are directly adjacent to the C3 facility, and to get to those houses I have to
drive past the fueling station and then past here to a, I'm sorry, right in here, and they have to
drive through this facility to get to their house past the C3, you can see the tanks from the
house. These houses, and I used the land values by the assessor, not the building values
because 1 didn't want to try to adjust for different types of houses and conditions of houses, I
used the land value, waterfront land value here. These properties along here, they're waterfront,
their values are thirty-three percent less than the properties that are adjacent to the Dover
properties, which are directly over the bridge on the same Piscataqua River, but they don't have
the impact of the tanks in any way, shape or form, you can't see them, but they are affected by
the highway which goes directly behind them, so I wanted to find properties that were very
similar in location, i.e. next to the interstate or highway there, but also on the same waterway
but were not affected by these facilities, and I did find them, and they were thirty-three percent
less in value. Similar assessments occur in Chesapeake, Virginia, where property values of
single-family homes close to the DCP Midstream LP liquid propane facility, this one here,
these are the lots here. These lots here at 65,000 dollars a piece. If you go 47,2,500 feet away,
they are 73,000 dollars a piece, you go 4,700 feet away, they are 75,000 dollars a piece, so the
closer you get, the lower the value of similar subdivision lots. All of the liquid propane
facilities that I surveyed throughout the U.S. to try to find properties, comparable sales and
effects, so forth, nearby, 1 could not find because they are all located in heavy industrial zones.
The only differences were in Newington that I suspect that those houses were built over there
when the facilities were put in, either before the facilities were put in, or some of them went up
afterwards, but that's the only place I could really find these sites of comparisons. And it is
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interesting to note again that the industrial zone for Searsport does not allow restaurants or
lodging facilities. Well, now you say residential and restaurants and lodging facilities,
residential people are there overnight. Well, in a hotel they are there over night. In a restaurant
they are there for their meals, so they have many many people coming in and out constantly six
to eight hours a day to eat, so they are in the same potential exposure as anybody would be if
they were living in the facility. When Sprague Oil developed the Newington, New Hampshire
facility, they purchased adjacent residential properties. There is a very nice waterfront house
here on Blake Point it's called, that is still in very good condition, has good waterfront it's
owned by Sprague Oil, it's used as a conference center for employees only. So, when they
built that facility, according to the people in Newington, not everyone had records of when they
bought that but they bought that when the bought the original property many, many years ago.
Also, discussions with Frank Gallagher of the Good Harbor Techmark, LLC who is preparing
a hazard study on the DCP liquid propane storage facility in Searsport, states that the Bait's
Hotel location, motel location and the DC liquid propane storage facility represents not only a
life safety concern but also a security concern. This is based on the fact that the subject
acquisition, and I call these properties here acquisitions, the before and the after, it is that they
are located in potentially dangerous blast and heat zones and that the motel could present
security threats where the people could take pictures out of the back windows and they could
stay there for many days and come out knowing what the security forces did on the facility,
what time they drove around, what kind of trucks they had, the kind of armament and so forth.
So, based on my highest best use analysis, the only land use that would not conflict with the
DCP liquid propane facility, and I mean the land use on the subject property, would be an
industrial zone, exactly what the DCP terminal is to be located on. There is not enough room
for any kind of a buffer between the DCP liquid storage facility and the motel and the
restaurant so therefore the restaurant should be demolished and the land developed as
industrial, which would then have it be less impacted than the commercial property. The value
of the lots 56A and 61A Tax Map 7, which is the Angler's, in the after was 118,000 dollars,
making the just compensation due to diminution of value cased by the storage facility to be
579,000 dollars. The value of Lot 61, the Bait's Motel, was 310,000 in the after condition,
making the just compensation due to the diminution of the value caused by the liquid propane
storage facility be 169,000 dollars. So the total just compensation needed for the diminution of
value caused by the DCP liquid propane storage facility is estimated to be 748,000 dollars. I
would like to note that these findings coincide with the planning board's consultant, Meyers,
Harrison and Pia, LLC, who state throughout their report that disamenities are more likely to
have negative effects the closer the property is to the land use creating the disamenity, and my
client's property is very, very close.

PROBERT: Does that conclude the presentation? Do you wish to add to it at this point?

BEAROR: No, you have the reports, Mr. Chairman, both digitally and a paper copy, the
decrease in value is between 80 and 85,000 dollars. You have the reports, the decrease in
values, as Mr. Webersinn said, for the Bait's Motel is about 85,000 dollars and for the Angler's
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Restaurant 85%, and for the Angler's Restaurant about 80% of its current value, which we
think is a significant adverse impact as called for in your ordinance and will have to be
addressed by this applicant in order to meet the standard of review requirements in your
ordinance. Mr. Hall has very little room between this looming tank and Route One and very
little latitude in terms of what he will be able to do with his property if this tank is built, as Mr.
Webersinn has testified, and I think Mr. Webersinn has also pointed you to other somewhat
comparable developments in Newington and Chesapeake and explained the impact on property
values there, which is consistent with what his analysis that was borne out here in Searsport as
well. We have given you a condensed version of his analysis, it is in that report, I do invite
you to read it, it did not seem like a useful, a way to use our time wisely to have him go
through all of those reports, but if you do have any questions either now or would like him to
return at any date, he certainly can do that. Thank you.

PROBERT: Would you be available tomorrow evening, or would you be back in January?

WEBERSINN: I could come back tomorrow evening, yes.

PROBERT: Just a clarification. Does the applicant wish to question, cross-examine?

KILBRETH: Mr. Chairman, I think what I would like to suggest in light of Mr. Bearor's
representation about the ability to have him come back in January, and we obviously have not
seen this, it obviously would save a lot of time if we put it off until January, but it would be
helpful in trying to focus on that if I could just ask him a few questions about what he looked at
and a couple of his assumptions just so I understand that.

PROBERT: Let's make some progress on it.

KILBRETH: OK, thank you. Mr. Webersinn, so you mentioned that you talked to two
people, I guess in the hospitality industry, if you will?

WEBERSINN: Yes, I did.

KILBRETH: And, are they, is there any other source for your assessment of the impact on the
business as opposed to real estate other than those two?

WEBERSINN: Well, they, they support or reinforce my discovery of the negative cash flow
that was caused by the and of the knowledge, not even the actual construction but the
knowledge that the facility would be built.

KILBRETH: OK, I'm not trying to have a discussion, I just wanted to get information, so...

WEBERSINN: Yes.
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KILBRETH: Your own analysis of cash flow and those two gentleman, is there anything else
you, source of your assessment of the affect on business?

WEBERSINN: I looked at the sales of motels and restaurants around the area, and all of them
much higher in their value per room per unit.

KILBRETH: In terms of what, business?

Webersinn: Sales. But the sales is not the way that the market looks, a buyer in a restaurant or
motel market is looking almost all of the time at the income, that's what's most concerning to
them, not the sale of the other facilities, because there are some many differences between, so
yes I looked at that ail and came to the conclusion that there was not enough...

KILBRETH: OK. I'm trying not to get into all that, I'm just trying to get the facts.

WEBERSINN: I'm sorry. There's a lot of detail in my report.

KILBRETH: OK, so everything that you considered is in your, you describe in your report?

WEBERSINN: Yes, sir, everything.

KILBRETH: OK. And then my next question is you, and this is really the last thing I'm trying
to understand, so when you said you looked at the books and records of Mr. Hall, are his
books and records separated by restaurant so you can look at each different restaurant easily
and...

WEBERSINN: His tax filings are by all three restaurants, but his accountants keep separate
books and separate POS, or point-of-sale records for each different restaurant, so all I looked at
were the Angler's Restaurant here in Searsport.

KILBRETH: OK, and, so, did you look at the tax returns or not?

WEBERSINN: I looked at the tax returns, I brought out from the tax returns and the balance
sheet trying to figure well I'll pro rate one-third, one-third, one-third, but I still could not, I did
not feel comfortable with that because they did not have separate balance sheets for the IRS
return.

KILBRETH: I guess I just, the last question is Mr. Bearor, so I assume you wouldn't have any
objection to letting us see all the study information to evaluate it?

BEAROR: You have Mr. Webersinn's report, I'm not about to turn over Mr. Hall's financial
records to you, they are as recorded in Mr. Webersinn's appraisal report.
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KILBRETH: So. we can't independently evaluate this, is that what you are saying?

BEAROR: Yes, that's right.

KILBRETH: OK. That's all I have, Mr. Chairman.

PROBERT: Thank you. Does the board have any questions at this time? Any other interested
parties wish to comment on it?

HINCHMAN: We'll wait until January.

PROBERT: OK.

HINCHMAN: After the cross from the other side.

PROBERT: Then, I think you're excused for the time being. We will further look forward to
seeing you in January.

WEBERSINN: I will be glad to be back.

PROBERT: This puts us a little bit ahead of schedule, what I had for Plan A, anyhow, and the
gentleman that did the balloon testing is here this evening and will not be here any more, do we
have any questions for that gentleman?

KILBRETH: Mr. Chairman, two people won't be here after this evening.

PROBERT: Why don't we take this one first?

KILBRETH: OK.

PROBERT: I just want to excuse this gentleman first, and the second gentleman is going to
take longer. No further questions on the balloon tests?

BEAROR: I have questions, there are two gentleman, one of them is Steve Wallace, is Steve
going to be here?

PROBERT: Yes.

BEAROR: So, is this an opportunity to ask Steve questions?

PROBERT: On the balloon test, no, this is a different person. I don't want to call him a pilot,
but the GPS guy.
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BEAROR: Well, Steve commented on all the slides that were after page 17 that were presented
last night.

PROBERT: Go ahead, let's get it over quick.

BEAROR: It's going to take as long as it takes, Mr. Chairman.

PROBERT: Please do it.

BEAROR: I won't be long.

KILBRETH: Steve will be here tonight, tomorrow night, you will have all the time you want
to talk to him.

PROBERT: This is just for the fellow who actually conducted the test blew up the balloons,
put them up in the air, did their thing.

BEAROR: I just want to be clear Steve testified as to...

PROBERT: He will be here for the duration.

BEAROR: All right.

PROBERT: We'll have him tomorrow night Thank you for the help. I understand you're not
going to be here tomorrow night, Mr. Hurteau, on that? I would like to open it up initially for
the board to ask any questions you would generate to Mr. Hurteau, and primarily your on
safety, right? A lot of it safety and operations?

HURTEAU: Safety and operations.

PROBERT: We will start it right off with the board. LA?

LEE-ANN HOROWITZ: I do, and I am going to direct this to you, I'm not sure if you're the
person that would answer this. The exclusion zone, and I understand that that is something that
will be determined by the Coast Guard, is that correct?

HURTEAU: That's correct.

HOROWITZ: Has that determination been made?

HURTEAU: I'm not aware of that.
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HOROWITZ: OK. Can you explain, though, briefly what that is?

HURTEAU: It's a zone in which, it's a security zone that is created when the ship is brought in
port.

HOROWITZ: And generally do you know how big that zone generally is?

HURTEAU: That's determined by the Coast Guard.

HOROWITZ: OK, so you, there's not like a range of different sizes?

HURTEAU: That's determined by the Coast Guard, that's the best I can give you on that.

HOROWITZ: OK, so that's what I hear about most often is like the two-mile exclusion zone,
and I'm wondering if, you don't have any information on that at this point?

HURTEAU: I don't have any information on that.

HOROWITZ: And you don't know how they determine it?

HURTEAU: I do not.

HOROWITZ: OK, that was all I wanted to know. Thank you.

PROBERT: Brian?

CALLAHAN: Yes, I have a question, I am not sure if you are the one who can answer it or
not or if there is someone else that will answer it better, then fine, but it has to do with the
security as well as safety of the building, and I'm not the best reader of maps and graphs and
stuff, but it did not appear when I looked at the initial plan or the plans I have seen lately that
there is a security fence of any kind around the administration building, is that an oversight on
my part, or there is going to be one provided, because to me without it then it is simply a walk-
in facility and anyone from the public can just drive up and walk in.

HURTEAU: The entire perimeter of the facility is going to be fenced.

CALLAHAN: OK. Thank you.

NEAL FRANGESH: I have a correction. I think that office building and the control room are
going to be on the outside of the fence, and I think, the building will be accessed with a card
system, but it is not going to be inside the fence, is that correct?
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DAVID GRAHAM: You are absolutely correct, Neal.

FRANGESH: OK.

CALLAHAN: So, if it's not fenced, do you plan to modify that and put a fence in?

GRAHAM: No, the building will be secured with a card system, you'll have to have an
identification card, the doors will electronically be locked, if you don't have one of those cards
you can't get in the door.

CALLAHAN: Hmm. OK.

GRAHAM: It's basically an office, I mean paperwork will be done in there, shower room, et
cetera, visually nothing in, you know, it's not like the process is in there, there's no propane in
there, there's no...

FRANGESH: But the control room is going to be in that building, right?

GRAHAM: Right The board where we monitor the system will be in there, and then that will
be in a separate room also that you'll have to have a card to be able to get into.

FRANGESH: I have one other question about about manning. You are talking about eight to
twelve jobs, permanent jobs, is that the whole staff, or how many operators, how many
maintenance people, how many supervisors, how many clerks, et cetera, that seems a little light
for me. If you are going to have two men there at all times, it's really what you should have at
least, that takes eight men just to cover three shifts a day for a week.

GRAHAM: The number really is twelve to fifteen.

FRANGESH: OK. So you're going to have two men there at a minimum at all times?

GRAHAM: That's correct

FRANGESH: And you'll have additional men during ship unloading?

HURTEAU: That's correct. And security.

FRANGESH: And security? And that will be...

HURTEAU: Most likely contracted security.

FRANGESH: The Searsport Police Department, or...
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HURTEAU: Most likely a private contractor security of security, unless we determine
otherwise with the security plan with the Coast Guard.

FRANGESH: OK. Thank you.

KILBRETH: Mr. Chairman, 1 think I might shed a little light on Ms. Horowitz' question.

PROBERT: Go ahead.

KILBRETH: This is from the letter of recommendation that the Coast Guard wrote in
connection with assessing the waterway, and it is not an answer because they make clear they
are reserving, they are going to figure this out, but here's what they said. The recommendation
that the Coast Guard initially establish safety security zones that have the following size limits
when LPG carriers are in transit: 2,000 yards ahead, 1,000 yards astern, and 1,000 yards
abeam of the moving vessel. The WSA, which is the sort of document it's like the application
you give to the Coast Guard, also recommends that the commander of the port consider
implementing smaller-sized zones after completing a satisfactory trial period in view of the
expansive channel characteristics, lack of blind turns, intended traffic management plan and
anticipated reduced in recreational and fishing traffic during winter deliveries. Although the
commander of the port concurred that the intent behind this recommendation and consideration
of those factors made no final determination in regard as to the specifics have been made. And,
if you want this in the record, this is a Coast Guard letter of recommendation, I think you have
that.

PROBERT: I think we already have that.

FRANGESH: Jamie, I think the Department of the Army in their report when they're talking
about the Coast Guard report makes some recommendations regarding that.

KILBRETH: They may have, I just don't remember that specifically.

FRANGESH: They thought the exclusion zone was a reasonably good idea.

KILBRETH: Yes.

PROBERT: You're on a roll, Neal, do you have another question or two?

NEAL FRANGESH: No, I just wanted to correct something that keeps coming up, this
question of 144 trucks, LPG trucks a day, in my opinion with three loading racks and for some
other reasons you couldn't possibly load 144 trucks a day at this facility. That allows, it is
probably more, quite a bit less than that. In DCPs application they're saying in the summertime
it's going to be twelve to fifteen trucks a day, in the wintertime it's going to be fifty to sixty
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trucks a day, that's a long way from 144. 144 means that you would just, It physically can't be
done. C3 has five racks, and the record there is 200 trucks, so don't count on 144, it's
substantially less than that.

PROBERT: I think that's what was in the application.

FRANGESH: I know it said that, but I'm not sure why I did it, maybe Steve can tell.

PROBERT: Go ahead and identify.

GRAHAM: We were asked to give the number of trucks that the pump's capacity would fill in
a 24-hour period, that did not take into time any of the hooking the truck up, unhooking the
truck, any of that, that was strictly a volume calculation of if the pumps that could load trucks
ran 24 hours a day divided by the volume of the truck, that's where that number came from, so
it has no time in there for hooking a truck up, unhooking a truck, it's literally the volume that
the pumps could put out in a 24-hour period divided by the volume of the truck came out to be
144.

PROBERT: If you had two loading racks there...

GRAHAM: We would be in front of you because we would be changing our footprint and
adding pumps and changing stuff, so yes.

PROBERT: You would have to add pumps?

GRAHAM: We would have to add pumps.

PROBERT: Do you wish to comment as well?

STEVE WALLACE: Yes, I do. The reason for that is, so you understand it, is the air
emissions license. The air emissions license is based on a maximum potential emission, so
they ask you to provide them with the, you know, the highest possible capacity of various
equipment and things that would cause emissions, therefore, that's why our calculation was
done, we carried it into the other applications and do describe it as the maximum potential and
at the same time very quickly thereafter go into the typical maximum, which is the 50 to 60
during winter, because that's reality, we had that high number in there just because of air
emissions licensing purposes, and I think we've said for many months now that that number,
that's the reason the number is there and it's an unrealistically high number in terms of actual
operation.

PROBERT: And it's good to have you reiterate that in the public hearing.
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WALLACE: I'd be happy to.

PROBERT: Mr. Bearor, were your questions answered?

BEAROR: I was just wondering where your consultant comes to that conclusion, yes, my
question was answered, thank you.

PROBERT: Good. Since the control room and administration building was mentioned, I'll let
you dwell on that, I guess one question of Mr. Hurteau so that he doesn't get away unscathed.
If I heard you correctly yesterday, you made the statement that DCP had never had an accident.

HURTEAU: In my assets. In my asset we have never had an incident.

PROBERT: For my benefit, would you reiterate what your asset is?

HURTEAU: It's the seven propane terminals in the northeast.

PROBERT: OK. Thank you. And I guess while we're still on that subject, last night we
discussed what could be a catastrophic accident and things might happen, heat dissipation, what
would go on, emergency response, other things, these all being a catastrophic accident, you say
hey a tank getting an incendiary device and massive explosion. But what do you view as the
most likely type of incident or problem that you might have, would it be a leak around a valve
or something, it's probably hard if you haven't had one, but what do you look at, you know, it's
not going to be non-catastrophic, but are you going to call out the fire department or mutual aid
or something, just give us an idea, you know, the whole place is going to blow up, what's in
between?

HURTEAU: The typical incident that we are concerned about is a transfer-hose failure. The
transfer hose is what we consider the weak link. It's a rubber line, it's not totally rubber, but it's
a flexible hose used to connect to rail cars and transport trucks, that's where, what we consider
to be the weak link, it's not a fixed piping system. We have adjusted on that significantly such
that we have incorporated the use of what we call, the name alludes me at the second, there's
special hoses, they have mercy shut-down devices at each end of the hose. In the event that the
hose fails, there is a cable system in the hose that ruptures and the hose closes on each end, that
doesn't require any individual to do that

FRANGESH: Smart hose?

HURTEAU: Smart hose, thank you. We are installing those in all of our facilities.

FRANGESH: Do you have break-away cufflinks also besides the smart hose?
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HURTEAU: We do.

FRANGESH: You do?

HURTEAU: And we also require the truck driver to surrender his keys to his tractor to us, we
install them on the hose and it's connected to the truck so there's no way that truck can start up
and drive away while the hose is connected. And, if the driver violates that by having a spare
set of keys and we are aware of that, he is banned from our facilities for life.

PROBERT: Using a smart hose, would there be any leakage of product, and how severe could
that be?

HURTEAU: There might be issues with a seal on a pump, but we are going to put in double
seals so that there is protection and double protection on that We plan for every event, but the
most typical ones we are concerned about is the transfer hoses, and we inspect those regularly,
every single shift, and we replace them every five years whether they need it or not.

PROBERT: Shifting gears a little bit, your DEP report and air emissions license, in there with
the emissions coming from various points, and I didn't get the manual out You listed different
emissions coming from the different sources. Nitrogen, CO, C02 would be in there, they also
had the VOCs, volatile organic compounds, were your major source of the emission, it's going
to be a multi-question. Are any of the other ones at all toxic, like the nitrogen, we know what
CO is, we could get the other ones out of there, and what is contained in the VOCs, are there
any toxic products in there?

FRANGESH: I can comment on that. What's going to go to the flare of this facility is going to
be vented off the top of the tank, typically it's going to be about 80 to 85 percent propane, and
the remainder will be ethane with a tiny bit of nitrogen, it's not anything like a refinery flare the
woman spoke about the other day, I used to work for Exxon, we put a lot of nasty stuff
through the flare in the old days, we are not going to put any benzene, taruline, other aromatics,
this is nothing, there's no resemblance from the emissions of this flare that there would be from
a refinery flare in a town like Houston or Baton Rouge. This will be pretty clean stuff. It will
be essentially, it will be about as clean as the fumes that you get from your barbecue grill.

PROBERT: Thank you for answering their question, but...

FRANGESH: When you get down to the PPM level there's going to be some CO and stuff
like that.

PROBERT: I would like that to come from the applicant

FRANGESH: OK.
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BEAROR: Mr. Chairman, thanks.

PROBERT: Calm down. Everyone else please remain calm, the situation is under control.

HINCHMAN: I have to object to that, I'm sorry.

PROBERT: Your objection is duly noted. You're talking about Mr. Frangesh's answer, or...

HINCHMAN: No, I'm talking about removing a member of my organization, 1 have no idea
why, I'm up here and I, there was no interruption to anything that was going on, I think that is
just out-of-control.

PROBERT: Everyone please be quiet, let's not make this any worse, I have no idea what he
was doing, it was handled by the police department, they are here to keep order.

HINCHMAN: He certainly wasn't interfering with the proceedings.

PROBERT: Please keep the comments down, I am talking to Mr. Hinchman, and I don't know
what it was, I saw as much as you did, so. You can have, I note your objection.

HINCHMAN: OK, I want to go on the record that the objection was to the subject matter of
the conversation, not to the loudness or the fact that it was interrupting anything, it was just flat
out censorship.

PROBERT: Stop the noise or we will adjourn this hearing right now. I said to stifle it or we'll
be over. Keep the applause and the rest of it down, I said that at the beginning, this is not who
makes the most noise. Your point is well-taken Mr. Hinchman. I don't know what he was
saying or what did it. No other comments from the audience, please.

COLLINS: I mean, we have meeting rules and we have rules about any interruptions, and the
one warning and then the removal, but we cannot and do not control what the Searsport Police
deem to be a problem worthy of removal, but we will continue to enforce our rules, and that
applies to how we ask the Searsport Police to respond to something we see as a problem, but if
they come up with their own concerns, they are entitled to address them, and the complaint is
not with this board but the police.

HINCHMAN: Can the record reflect there were no warnings given and there was no
interruption to the actual proceedings.

COLLINS: Absolutely no warnings were given from this board.

HINCHMAN: And that the chair did not order this person's removal.
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PROBERT: You are correct. Let's see if we can resume discussions on this question for Mr.
Hurteau, again I would like to have the applicant answer the questions. There are other sources
of emissions other than the flare, you have your heaters, the boilers, they are all coming
through, the question is the VOCs are not toxic, I gather?

HURTEAU: That's correct, the heaters are going to be fired on propane, the fuel that is going
to be routed to the flare is going to be propane, and the emissions from burned propane, as Mr.
Frangesh said, it's carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, there is no tulene, benzene, there's no
other chemicals in there.

PROBERT: Any other amount of particulate matter, beginning from where?

HURTEAU: I'm sorry?

PROBERT: The particulate matter originates from where?

HURTEAU: The particulate matter originates from the burning of the propane, it is very, very
small amounts, very, very small amounts, it is a very clean fuel as you said, so there is tiny
amount of particulate matter that does result from burning propane, the other sources of
particulate matter would be there is a diesel-fired emergency generator and the diesel fuel-fired
fire pump, so those fuels have their own emissions associated with them, but those, that
equipment is emergency in nature and only operates, other than routine maintenance, when
there is a serious situation or power outage.

PROBERT: I don't know if this comes under your concern, but ethyl mercaptan, are there
going to be any control over on that part, this comes up, is the propane gas going to stink is a
question that comes in. How do you control that odor and keep it contained within your
boundaries or within your area?

HURTEAU: It's going to be in a sealed tank, it has a nitrogen blanket on it so that it does not
vent to the atmosphere. It is an enclosed system, the ethyl mercaptan is pumped into the
propane as it's loaded into trucks, totally enclosed system with a nitrogen blanket on top of the
chemicals.

PROBERT: And that is delivered by truck, correct, and how do you cover transfers?

HURTEAU: It's a closed system transfer with maintaining a nitrogen blanket on it, and it's
vented off through the flare and burned off should that occur.

PROBERT: I will digress a minute and go back to, we were talking about the administrative
building and fencing, you mentioned the controls were in there, that control room is going to
consist of what?
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GRAHAM: It basically consists of several computer screens, a couple of television screens
for security cameras, a keyboard, a mouse, some manuals, a lot of times the guys have a
refrigerator in there and a microwave. And a chair.

PROBERT: And that control room, you know, the screens and the rest of it, will you be able
to do any process control from that control room?

GRAHAM: Define process control, I mean...

PROBERT: Run any compressors, pumps, valves, transfers, injection of ethyl mercaptan, any
of those things.

GRAHAM: The actual controlling of the, well the ethyl mercaptan will be controlled by it's
own system out at the loading racks for into the trucks, that's a completely separate system
there. The plant is controlled by what they call a PLC, program logic controller, which will be
controlled and housed in the MCC building, the motor control building, which actually has all
the, it's like a gigantic breaker box I guess is the best way to describe an MCC, and the
program logic control will actually be in there, so all of the wires from all the instrumentation,
all that will go back to that product program logic controller, and that controller, it's got a bunch
of what they call basically if-then statements, so if this happened, then it does this, OK, and it
scans about thousands of times, well actually I think it's about every 40 milliseconds, but that
then sends a signal to the room in the admin building where a person can see exactly what is
happening, they will know exactly what pressure is on everything, et cetera, with a few mouse
clicks, yes, they can see different places, if an alarm goes off they can shut everything down if
the system didn't do it automatically, all truck-loading, everything like that will actually be
handled out in the facility, it is really more of a monitoring system, but they do have the ability
to turn things off and on.

PROBERT: So the motor control building, and what's going on there, the process control, it's
almost like putting it on auto pilot?

GRAHAM: It basically is, in you have a person sitting there watching, it really is sort of I
guess akin to, well, I really don't know the best way to describe it. Auto pilot, so I guess this is
a good one. Most auto pilots, you know, anymore when they fly a plane across the U.S. the
pilot really literally listens and watches the airplane fly itself, the airplane can absolutely takeoff
and land by themselves any more, the pilot is really just sort of along for the ride. It is sort of
the same thing, we have a human being there to monitor the system 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, 365 days a year, 366 days a year on a leap year, to make sure that the computer is
doing it's job. There's also another station that's like that actually in the motor control building
so that you can monitor from there if for some reason the link between the TLC and the
administration building gets broken for some reason, but a person can actually go into the
MCC and do the same thing, hopefully I've answered you question.
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PROBERT: I look at the, you probably know where I'm going on this, I look at the control
room or control, do you have any direct control on the process of lets say industrial facility, are
you familiar with paper mills and other things?

GRAHAM: Yes, sir.

PROBERT: Usually there's a screen room, you perimeters, and someone can make
adjustments to those perimeters...

GRAHAM: Yes sir.

PROBERT: ...Your administration building is located in a commercial zone, and I wonder if
the controls have anything to do, that is to say almost anything to do with the running, the
actual operation and stuff of the plant and not just an emergency fire alarm sort of thing, you
can shut the whole thing down, but it should be within the industrial zone, so go ahead if you
want to...

GRAHAM: The way it is is that I could control this facility from my office in Denver, if you
are saying if it is me truly controlling it, I can see it from Denver, Houston, I can see it from
your house, which would mean the way it is, it is really truly more of a monitoring system, and
a computer system inside the MCC controls the facility, it's more monitoring than it is control.

HURTEAU: Typically if there's a problem in the facility that's monitored in the control room,
that person directs the field operator to go investigate and remedy that problem or make that
change, typically.

PROBERT: I wasn't looking too much if there is a problem, is normal operations, do you want
to start up a pump, the pressure is getting a little bit high or too low, or you want to do more
compression, you want to lower the temperature of the tank, you want to do something like this
and make an adjustment, but I gather that is all going to be done by the auto pilot?

HURTEAU: Let me just say one thing. We do not start equipment remotely, we restart, we
start equipment at the piece of equipment that's a policy. We want to make sure before we start
it that it's ready to go. I am very uncomfortable with starting a pump, a compressor, any piece
of equipment, from a remote location, so the field operator will be the person starting
equipment.

PROBERT: So if you were going to speed up a pump or decrease rate of flow, you would do
that manually? Or would it be done again by the process control?

HURTEAU: The rate of the pumps cannot be speeded up, they are a set pumping rate, so
there's no adjustment on that.
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PROBERT: So if you say fill, you fill, and when it gets up toward the fill level, or full tank, it
will automatically slow down?

HURTEAU: Automatically by controllers located at the loading rack itself.

PROBERT: Thank you.

GEORGE KERPER: So, if you want to shut down a valve, you know, you walk out to the
valve and physically close it, or can you do it from the control room?

HURTEAU: It's an emergency shutdown valve, we can do it remotely, but typically if we're
going to close a valve, if we're going to close a valve, we're going to have an operator do it in
the field. Typically a system, once it's lined up, it stays lined up in that situation for normal
operations. Beyond normal operations we will close the valve in the field.

KERPER: OK, but you can close it in an emergency from the control room?

HURTEAU: From anywhere in the facility.

KERPER: So, perhaps we should revisit this during deliberations, because I consider that part
of the process, which as Bruce pointed out, that makes it industrial, not commercial.

KILBRETH: I hope we'll get a chance to be heard on that, too, later

PROBERT: Any other questions for Mr. Hurteau from the board?

MARK BRADSTREET: Yes, this question was given by me by a Searsport resident, so I
haven't been able to independently verify, do you own, or do you operate a DCP plant in
Texas?

HURTEAU: I don't manage a facility in Texas...

BRADSTREET: But does DCP have a facility in Texas?

HURTEAU: Absolutely.

BRADSTREET: OK. Maybe you can enlighten me. According to this information that was
given to me, on December 29,2008 there was a problem with the flare that caused a fire and
there was some type of accident there, can you tell us anything about that situation?

HURTEAU: I am not intimately knowledgeable about that incident, that is well without my
area of responsibility. The only propane facilities in the country in DCP are located here in the
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northeast, that's my area of responsibility, I'm not knowledge about that incident.

BRADSTREET: Nobody else here from DCP can address this flare fire?

KILBRETH: Just to be clear, that's not a propane facility, we could get you that information
you want, but it's not a propane facility.

BRADSTREET: OK, I was just looking at the safety record there. Thank you.

HURTEAU: The safety of the propane terminals is unblemished since 1995 since the starting
of the first terminal.

BRADSTREET: So, what type of terminal is in Texas?

HURTEAU: The mainstream business of DCP Midstream is gathering natural gas and
processing, it is most likely a gathering or processing facility, there is no other propane
terminals throughout DCP.

BRADSTREET: I see. Thank you.

PROBERT: George?

GRAHAM: Mark, what would that be, the date of that accident and I will see if I can get that
answer for you.

BRADSTREET: Yes, thank you. The, according to this note that was given to me by a
Searsport resident, it was on December 29,2008, and it was some type of fire in the flare that
said it burned through the roof of a building.

PROBERT: Question on the compressor building, I guess. If I recall from my notes here,
that's 50 foot high, the compressor building?

GRAHAM: That sounds correct

PROBERT: Isn't that fairly large, fairly high?

GRAHAM: Yes, the compressors are big pieces of equipment, and to work on them you
usually put an overhead crane in the building so you can lift components off, take them to the
door and take them out if you need to work on them.

PROBERT: And, all of that, some of these compressor rooms are fairly loud, how is that
going to be acoustically treated to keep that down, and have you got any, you've done Searsport
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computer-model testing of the decibels, but do you have any actual facts or anything more
definitive as to what the decibel reading will be right there?

GRAHAM: Usually what happens is when you design a compressor building like that is first
you have to get your design criteria for how big the compressors need to be, inlet pressure,
outlet pressure, that determines horsepower, that determines how the piping goes, you actually
do acoustic studies to make sure that you don't have shock waves coming back through the
pipes, so there's a lot that goes into just the design and picking of the compressors themselves,
and the piping and how all that's done. Then once that's all decided in it's placement, then the
information goes to a building manufacturer, who you give the criteria of these are the decibels
you want and then they figure out, through a multitude of wall design and acoustic studies,
how to build the building.

WALLACE: Bruce, if I could add a little bit to that So, we, the noise study that has been
done for purposes of DCP permitting, provided them with the noise levels that the various
pieces of equipment needed to meet at the property line in order to comply with Maine DEP
standards, so they know the numbers they have to meet, and as they get into final design, they
do what David just said and make sure they have the building and equipment properly
controlled in terms of noise emissions so that you can meet that standard.

KERPER: David, are these going to be screw compressors?

GRAHAM: To be honest, we're still looking at several different kinds. We've looked at
screws, and we're also looking at reciprocative. We haven't decided yet.

WALLACE: One last comment on noise is that our DEP site location permit does require that
once the facility is up and operating, that they have to do noise monitoring at off-site locations
to demonstrate they are in fact meeting the noise standard, so that's all part of the equation here.

PROBERT: Anyone on the board have any further questions for Mr. Hurteau at this time?
Anyone with interested party standing?

HINCHMAN: Steve Hinchman. Mr. Hurteau, can you tell us where will you store the facility
safety plan, is it inside the administration building?

HURTEAU: That's security-sensitive information that I cannot release. I'm sorry.

HINCHMAN: How many security people will be monitoring the facility at any given time?

HURTEAU: Again, that's security-sensitive information that I'm not permitted to relate.

HINCHMAN: And, will the pipeline have security and monitoring?
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HURTEAU: There will be a camera system in the facility that allows us to monitor the entire
facility 24 hours a day, and the pipeline.

HINCHMAN: Will you have control over who goes in and out anywhere near the pipeline,
can you maintain control at all times over where the pipeline is?

HURTEAU: When there is a vessel in, we will; when there's not, we will not have control, the
pipeline will be empty when it's not in use.

HINCHMAN: You mention, and I'm not sure I heard this correctly, so I want to check this,
that you would use contract security?

HURTEAU: We would look at contract security, yes.

HINCHMAN: I thought you said yesterday that every single person doing every single job
will always be a DCP person, it will never be an outside contractor doing the work.

HURTEAU: I believe I said every single transfer operation will be overseen by A DCP
employee.

HINCHMAN: And the contract security training program, is that part of your criteria for
hiring contract security, or is it just the mall cop, or...

HURTEAU: We will have specific requirements for security. That will generally be
administered out of our corporate security office.

HINCHMAN: That's a corporate decision?

HURTEAU: They have standards for security.

HINCHMAN: And, moving on to other issues. Is the limitation, is there a limitation on the
number of load-out racks that can be ever built in the facility, are you limited to three truck
load-outs?

GRAHAM: At the present design, yes, there isn't enough room to build any more.

HINCHMAN: So, would you commit to a permit condition that limited truck traffic, as you
said, to no more than 12 in the summer and 66 in winter?

GRAHAM: If you can give me a promotion to CEO of DCP, sir, I could probably do
something like that, but I'm sorry, I'm not in, I can't make that decision for my company.
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HINCHMAN: So, would you agree that we need to evaluate the facility with regard to the
maximum potential flow rather than an average number of trucks?

GRAHAM: I don't understand, I don't understand what you're asking.

HINCHMAN: Can we evaluate this project using what you say are the average numbers of
what we expect and get a full picture of what could happen, or do we have to in order to
determine whether you meet the standards and criteria, do we have to really look at the
maximum number that you could operate?

FRANGESH: I have a comment on that, Steve. You're talking about six ships a year, and six
ships a year...

BEAROR: Mr. Chairman.

PROBERT: Yes, let's let the applicant do this one, Neal.

FRANGESH: I'm sorry.

PROBERT: I'd like his commitment on it, you've got a good background in it and are familiar
with these places.

FRANGESH: I'm sorry.

PROBERT: We want this in the record as coming from the applicant I think your application
states 144, and you went through why you have it, but that's in there, and I believe Mr.
Hinchman is trying to get, can you commit to modify that to a lower number and guarantee it,
and I correct?

HINCHMAN: Yes...

PROBERT: So, you raise the question...

HINCHMAN: Can you...

GRAHAM: I can guarantee it will be less than, we can't load 144 trucks a day. yes, I can
guarantee you we can't load 144 trucks in one day.

HINCHMAN: Yes, but the problem we have is you said it's not 144, let's just use the average
of ten, or maybe forty in the winter, but that leaves us wondering what they, the real maximum
number is, can you provide us with the real maximum number?
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GRAHAM: Once the facility's built and we can get our people trained and, you know, traffic
flow, etc.. I will be more than happy to do a maximum number for you and see what we can
put out.

PROBERT: Rather than before it's built.

GRAHAM: Then, may 1 answer? No.

HINCHMAN: So, we'll keep using 144. Do you have any control over the trucks once they
leave your, the load-out, the driver's back in the truck and he's driving out, at that point the
driver has the control over the vehicle and the load, do I have that correctly?

GRAHAM: That's correct.

HINCHMAN: That's where you hand off sort of responsibility.

HURTEAU: That's correct. However, if it's reported back to us that the driver is acting,
performing irresponsibility and we become aware of that, then most likely we will take action
in not permitting that driver to ever return to our facility.

HINCHMAN: Have you spent a lot of time on Station Avenue and in Searsport yourself?

HURTEAU: I have.

HINCHMAN: So, have you ever tried to take a turn across the lane of traffic in the
summertime, say at a peak hour in say a 10,000-pound heavy duty diesel truck, how many
gaps in a steady stream of traffic coming up Route One, how big a gap do you have to have to
make that turn?

HURTEAU: 1 don't drive a transport, so I can't answer that, I...

HINCHMAN: Can you guys just provide us with a number of what the gap would be to make
a safe turn out of your driveway across a lane of traffic?

KILBRETH: Well, I suppose you could try, but there are, you know, a lot of trucks that do
this all the time now, so, I think you could ask Sprague, I think that would be more helpful
probably.

HINCHMAN: Well, I'm not the applicant..l'm not the applicant here, you're the applicant, and
we'd like to know what do you need to get out Next question would be in terms of truck load-
outs, given that you can't physically move them through your load-outs that fast, do you expect
to have trucks waiting in line to be filled?
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HURTEAU: That's correct.

HINCHMAN: And isn't that one of the reasons why you have that driveway coming off
Station Avenue to your load-out station, so you have a truck-waiting area, is that the truck-
waiting area?

HURTEAU: We try to stage all the trucks inside the facility, and if not they would stage on
that road.

HINCHMAN: And, could quite a few trucks be staged there, waiting, at any given time
depending on what is going on with your operations, could they stack up there?

HURTEAU: It's possible.

HINCHMAN: With regard to the commercially zoned property, I'd like to request a list of
every sort of activity that would occur and every function built into both the building as well as
everything on the commercially zoned property that's not in the building, whatever it might be,
fire, fire tanks and storage and generators and the truck-waiting, the pipeline, everything that's
on that commercial property can you give us a list of every function built into it and the
activities that will occur in those areas.

KILBRETH: I think we can give you a list, but just to be clear, the truck loading and the truck
waiting are is not in the commercial zone.

HINCHMAN: I thought you just testified that the driveway across the commercially zoned
property was the truck-waiting area.

KILBRETH: That is the, no, the truck-loading area and the first part of it is in the industrial
zone, the driveway...

HINCHMAN: So, include a map, then with your list so you can identify what's not there.
Just for the record, you're saying that there's no, DCP has no propane facilities in Texas, there's
no propane of any kind in your system in Texas?

HURTEAU: There's no wholesale propane terminals.

HINCHMAN: Oh, there's no wholesale facilities in Texas?

HURTEAU: Yes.

HINCHMAN: With regard to the submissions, the testimony yesterday, the only scenario that
your expert looked at was the ten-minute design spill from the tank, and there was no other
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testimony from any other accident scenario.

KILBRETH: Actually that's not true. Mr. Frangesh asked Dr. Raj about Dr. Fay's
calculations, which was on a full dike scenario, they did discuss that and I have given him his
calculations, which I have been meaning to give to you, I will give to you now so will have it.
Just to be clear, Steve. Professor Fay said 3.7 miles, Mr. Frangesh calculated .6, and Dr. Raj
calculated .55 that discussion.

HINCHMAN: OK, I would love to see that material, thank you. So, do, we don't have hazard
scenarios, you haven't developed hazard scenarios for all the other aspects of your facility at
this time?

HURTEAU: I'm sorry, would you ask that again?

HINCHMAN: Have you developed, and do you have accident-hazard scenarios for all of the
various aspects of the facility, from the ship, up the pipeline, to the storage, through cycling
through the storage, and then to the truck load-out and the trucks leaving the facility, and to the
rail load-out and vehicles leaving the rail facility, and examples of various scenarios where you
might have loss of power from an ice storm, for example, all the different kind of accident
scenarios that you have gone through and game-planned every one of them, do you have a list
of what they are and what kind of incident would occur and what the emergency response plan
would be for that incident, what you're mutual aid response time would be to respond, what the
equipment needs are, what the inventory is, the gap analysis, of what inventory is not here,
how far away is the equipment that you might need, how long will it take to get here, whether
the trained personnel that you need are available, if not, how far away are they going to be to
become available, have you done all that work?

HURTEAU: Wow, that was a big question. We have done some work, we have done what
we call a process, preliminary process hazard analysis, we have much experience with our
existing facilities, we have not completed the plan for the proposed facility here as yet, that
would occur as time approaches near construction. We have much history and experience with
emergency response scenarios for all of our facilities and another marine terminal, however we
don't have that plan in place at this time for this facility, as we draw nearer to construction we
will complete what is called a process hazard analysis, we will evaluate every single phase of
the operation, any particular hazard that will incorporate emergency response procedures and
plans for everything. As far as developing mutual aid from other fire departments, that's not
our call, that's the fire department's call. We will work with emergency services here in
Searsport, we will offer our advice and input and have them give us their advice and input as
well.

HINCHMAN: And you're going to do that on your schedule, not on this permitting schedule?
You don't plan to submit that to this board with regard to the safety issues they have to
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consider under their ordinance?

HURTEAU: The emergency response plan contains SSI, or sensitive security information that
cannot be disclosed, by law I cannot disclose it.

HINCHMAN: Well, you may not be able to disclose the overall plan, but you could disclose
things like the missing pieces in the community that we don't have but need to have to make the
plan work, 1 mean, aren't, you could disclose what the hazard zones are, who's at risk, who
outside the fence is at risk, 1 mean the information my clients need to know for what this
facility, how it will affect them under each of the criteria in the Land Use Ordinance and the
Site Plan Ordinance, we're still waiting for that information so we can determine how we're
going to be affected.

HURTEAU: Some of that information is developed in what is called the risk management plan
required by the EPA, some of it is required by OSHA, again I have to tell you that much of that
information contains sensitive security information that we cannot make public. It will be
provided to the appropriate people that absolutely need to know that, the fire department, the
police department, the EMS, but as far as putting it out for general public, we cannot do that
that provides information on emergency response, information on the facility that should not be
made public so that anyone with ill will has a road map to our facility, that is not a good thing
to do, and by law we are required not to divulge that information.

HINCHMAN: And, does the SSI designation apply to just any industrial activity, or only to
the most extremely hazardous ones that can potentially, that make up for the greatest threat to
the public and could cause the most potential damage?

HURTEAU: The SSI pertains to information relative to anything to do with emergency
response and/or security of the facility. In that information, much of that equipment procedure
and plan is part of SSI.

HINCHMAN: If 1 had a bulk pellet fuel load-out import or export, on the same property,
would I, would that be designated SSI, would I not be able to disclose to the public what the
risk and safety issues are and what the emergency response requirements are?

HURTEAU: If the Coast Guard told you that it was SSI, then it would be SSI, correct.

HINCHMAN: How many of your bulk propane facilities are located in small rural
communities without full-time, professional, highly trained emergency services departments
versus how many are located in much larger cities that have substantial assets, both in the way
of equipment and personnel and training and budgets?

HURTEAU: Burlington, Vermont is a location that is supported by a volunteer firemen.
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HINCHMAN: How big is that tank?

HURTEAU: There are three tanks, I'm sorry, two tanks, 60,000 gallons.

HINCHMAN: 60,000 gallons?

HURTEAU: Right

HINCHMAN: How big is this one?

HURTEAU: This is a refrigerated liquid tank, much different than a pressurized vessel, this is
a 22-million-gallon refrigerated tank.

HINCHMAN: So, they are not really comparable, is that what you are saying?

HURTEAU: The tanks are different, yes. In answering your question what other facilities,
York, Pennsylvania is supported by a volunteer fire department.

HINCHMAN: And, can you tell us the basics on that one, is that a comparable facility?

HURTEAU: It has three 90,000 gallon storage tanks.

HINCHMAN: OK, I'm done for now, can I just ask a process question, and I do have other
questions related to the application, and we will be allowed to ask DCP questions about these
other issues?

PROBERT: Yes. If you want to direct them to Mr. Hurteau, you're not all done.

HINCHMAN: OK. That actually reminded me, I have one more question. Are you the only
bulk distributor and supplier that feeds to the Maine market?

HURTEAU: No.

HINCHMAN: Is there a substantial competition in the Maine market for propane, the propane
market, by other providers?

HURTEAU: I'm not aware of the levels of competition that my competition has, I am only
concerned with the operation and safety of my facilities, we have marketing and commercial
which is concerned with that, I am not focused on that at all.

HINCHMAN: Are you aware that there is a new rail terminal built in Biddeford with annual
through-put of 20-million gallons per year that just opened up this week?
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HURTEAU: I am aware of that.

HINCHMAN: Are you aware that there's another rail terminal, the old U.S. Energy U.S.A.
terminal in Portland that is being upgraded by Down East Energy that's going to have a
through-put of thirty-million gallons per year?

HURTEAU: I am aware of that.

HINCHMAN: Are you aware that in your filings with the Army Corps of Engineers you said
that the total Maine propane market was 115-million gallons per year? And I think the year
2010.

HURTEAU: I don't know that information.

HINCHMAN: OK, that's fine.

HURTEAU: That's outside my area of responsibility.

HINCHMAN: And let me ask, in terms from an operations point of view, would it be
possible to add a new bulk storage tank on a rail terminal near the existing rail line that has
access to the surplus LPG that we have in this country in the midwest and the gulf out in the
woods somewhere that is not near a developed area and not on the coast in an ecotourism town,
would that be a viable solution to provide propane to the Maine market?

HURTEAU: That's not my area of expertise, I really can't answer that question.

HINCHMAN: Thank you.

PROBERT: One more, Mr. Hurteau, that I didn't get before, do you have to file an SCCP plan
on review of material and other products like that you do with LPG? Spill Control and
Countermeasures Plan?

HURTEAU: I am given a nod we are not required.

PROBERT: It's sort of a curiosity question, but I wanted to know how you, you talk about
dikes and containing it, having spills, what will contain the vapor?

WALLACE: Bruce, the facility will have a spill-control plan in place to take care of those
eventualities, but the propane facility is not required by law...

PROBERT: Do you have to file with EPA or anything?
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GRAHAM: Not to my knowledge.

PROBERT: OK. They in the oil industry and update it every seven years.

GRAHAM: That's correct.

PROBERT: Do you have a question?

BEAROR: Me?

PROBERT: Yes.

BEAROR: Yes, thank you Mr. Chairman. I know I am not in an enviable position, you all
can see the clock, I know you're looking at it I'll try to be brief. Thank you very much. How
do you say your last name, sir?

HURTEAU: Hurteau.

BEAROR: Mr. Hurteau, I'm looking at a page out of the application of your company, I want
to read what it says about the administration building and you tell me if this is accurate. The
administration building approximately 125 feet long by 40 feet wide by 20 feet high to provide
office, communications and bathroom facilities for terminal personnel, dispatcher facilities for
truck and railcar land-out, load-out, excuse me, house the terminal controls and monitoring
equipment. Is that a fair assessment?

GRAHAM: That's what it says, so yes.

BEAROR: OK, thank you. Mr. Hurteau, who, exactly who or what law, and maybe Jamie
can answer the question if you can't who says that you can't provide safety information to the
Searsport Planning Board?

HURTEAU: Department of Homeland Security.

BEAROR: And, is there a regulation that you can provide us with that places that gag order on
you?

HURTEAU: It has been provided to the planning board, I believe.

KILBRETH: Yes, I can answer that It, in fact, can be provided to the planning board, Mr.
Frangesh, but it can't be provided to the general public, and there has been information
provided, both to the fuel board, which addresses a lot of the questions that Mr. Hinchman was
asking as far as safety analysis, and to the extent that the planning board and it's consultant
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wants some of that information, they can see it.

BEAROR: So you will at least have this safety information that's embargoed from the rest of
us. Mr. Chairman?

PROBERT: SSI, no, I don't know just what you're asking for detail, I do have some reports, I
have seen the application to the fuel safety board with a lot of information and data and how
they analyzed it, and I am not sure what other information you are alluding to.

BEAROR: I don't know, either.

PROBERT: That's one reason we've hired a consultant

KILBRETH: And I'll be clear just so you can understand, the problem is, and Mr. Hinchman I
think is aware of this, we had to discuss this at length with the fuel board and reach an
understanding with them that we would make this available to them on the condition that it
could not be subject to Freedom of Access requests or given to the general public, and they
agreed with that interpretation of the statute, and that's the situation. The same applies to the
planning board. We can make it available to the planning board, but they cannot, and we will
not give it to them unless that's the understanding.

BEAROR: So, Mr. Hall, who is 150 feet away from the tank, is just left to hope that you find
the safety analysis credible, and I'm troubled by the fact that it's so damn secretive that nobody
can know about it would suggest that it must lead to some pretty horrible possible
consequences that we can't be told what they are. Regarding odor, can you guarantee Mr. Hall
that he is not going to notice the smell of methane or rotten eggs from your facility?

GRAHAM: I can tell you that the system is enclosed, it's got a nitrogen blanket on it, the ethyl
mercaptan is injected directly into the propane stream as it's being loaded onto the truck, and the
truck is broke down connection, it's then sent up to the flare, he should not smell anything.

BEAROR: OK, you say he should not, and I'm a pretty simple guy, I'm just asking the
question whether you can guarantee it or not.

GRAHAM: I answered your question, he should not smell anything.

BEAROR: That is to say that you can't guarantee he won't smell anything?

GRAHAM: I can't give you 100% guarantee that he'll never smell anything, but he should not.

BEAROR: And what should he do if he does? What are you going to do for him?
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GRAHAM: He should call 911 if he smells ethyl mercaptan, just like any person in this
building. Because it may be coming from tanks other than us.

BEAROR: Do you understand the purpose of the exclusion zone that was discussed, 2,000
yards in front of the ship, 1,000 astern and 1,000 on the beam?

HURTEAU: Do I understand the purpose of it?

BEAROR: Yes.

HURTEAU: Yes, I do.

BEAROR: What is the purpose?

HURTEAU: It is a security zone.

BEAROR: And, because there is such a large security zone around the ship, why is there not a
comparable security zone around the stuff once it's in this tank, it's the same kind of stuff, right,
that's in the ship, from pipe and sent to the tank.

HURTEAU: You'd have to ask the Coast Guard that, it is the Coast Guard that requires the
security zone on the ship.

BEAROR: And, they do that for safety purposes. What could happen to it on the ship? What
are the possible, what could happen, what are we protecting the ship from?

HURTEAU: Potential collision with other vessels.

BEAROR: That would be problematic?

HURTEAU: It wouldn't be good for the collision for either vessel, I can't tell you what the
extent would be.

BEAROR: But there aren't exclusion zones around other vessels that aren't carrying this LPG
or LNG, correct?

HURTEAU: I don't know that.

BEAROR: But, there's concern enough that we stay at least a mile away in the front, half a
mile or more away in the back, and on the sides, that's the exclusion zones, big circle around it,
right?
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HURTEAU: As determined by the Coast Guard.

BEAROR: And I assume that doesn't apply once the ship is positioned in such a way and it's
coming toward the shore, we're not going to shut down for Station Avenue for 2,000 yards, are
we?»*7

HURTEAU: No, once it's at berth it's removed.

BEAROR: OK. But what about when it's coming in? It's not at berth, but it's certainly within
2.000 yards from the road, isn't it?

HURTEAU: That would be something the Coast Guard will determine if they want to do that.

KILBRETH: I think Mr. Gelinas will be able to answer a lot of these questions later.

BEAROR: Well, this is your operations, guys, this is the guy you have put up here to discuss
these things with us.

PROBERT: We're getting ahead in this part, maybe it will come up again later.

BEAROR: So, at first the facility was going to be fenced in it's entirety but now it is not, is
that right?

HURTEAU: That's correct, I was in error.

BEAROR: So, the administration building is not going to be fenced?

HURTEAU: As you heard, that's correct

BEAROR: Why not? It's a fifty-million-dollar facility, how much is it going to cost you to put
a fence around the administration building?

GRAHAM: The same reason probably there is not a fence around town hall, there's not a
security threat inside the building, and beside that I mean, if you really wanted to view it that
way, to have the card to get through the door is the same as unlocking a padlock and going
through a gate and a fence.

BEAROR: Even though the terminal controlling and monitoring facilities are in that building?

GRAHAM: The monitoring facilities are in that building, yes.

BEAROR: And, last night we heard talk about being able to shut valves down in a matter of
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seconds when are problems. Where would that occur? Is somebody going to dash out of the
building and turn the valves, or do you do that remotely? We were told it could be done in
seconds.

HURTEAU: In my presentation last night, I said that it's, they are located throughout the
facility, they're located, there are automatic devices in place with detection, fire detection, they
are located in the control-facility area, they are going to be located in the loading racks, they are
strategically located, wherever a person might be there is going to be the ability to shut down
those valves.

BEAROR: And, could they be shut down from the administration building?

HURTEAU: Absolutely. They will be any place, anywhere an employee might be, there will
be a shutdown station.

BEAROR: OK. The pipeline itself is obviously a part of the facility, would you agree? I
mean, it's, I'm doing my best, sir.

PROBERT: We have some other business. Keep going.

BEAROR: The pipeline runs from the cargo ship to the tanks, right, we saw that red line going
through the Sprague facility, so that crosses one of those commercially zoned lots, doesn't it, to
get to the industrial site, to the tank itself?

HURTEAU: Of course.

BEAROR: And the pipeline is an integral part of this whole operation, isn't it?

HURTEAU: Yes.

BEAROR: Thank you.

PROBERT: Please be brief. Very brief.

DAVID ITALIAANDER: Operationally how many ships have you had at your marine
terminal last year?

HURTEAU: In the last year?

ITALIAANDER: Yes.

HURTEAU: In Chesapeake?
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ITALIAANDER: C3.

HURTEAU: No. C3 is not our facility.

ITALIAANDER: Where is your marine terminal?

HURTEAU: Chesapeake, Virginia.

ITALIAANDER: And, to be specific, how many have you had in the last year?

HURTEAU: One ship.

ITALIAANDER: One ship. And how many do you expect in 2015?

HURTEAU: I don't have an answer for that I am not marketing.

ITALIAANDER: But, obviously, one ship speaks for itself, the capacity for that tank is how
much approximately?

HURTEAU: It is approximately the same size as this facility that we're proposing for
Searsport.

ITALIAANDER: So, about ten-million gallons, less, about eight-million gallons?

HURTEAU: It is comparable size to this facility we're proposing for Searsport.

ITALIAANDER: And would you concede that the administration building, that a card reader
is, except for an open door, the least secure method of protecting your building, without
adequate personnel there, that one could easily force the door with a crowbar?

HURTEAU: I wouldn't concede that, no.

ITALIAANDER: OK. So, there will be people to watch it to make sure people don't break it.

HURTEAU: There's going to be a camera system that monitors the entire facility by an
employee.

ITALIAANDER: Who is up in the control room who is threatened by someone breaking in,
potentially, there's no fence, there's nothing to stop someone from going there.

HURTEAU: There's two layers of protection for that building.
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ITALIAANDER: Two card reader^ t .readers? Two layers of card readers?
HURTEAU: Correct
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ITALIAANDER: And, would you additionally concede that having the control room in the
commercial «,„e ,s in fact a violation of the, of ourondinances that requires te toTin, e
industrial zone?

HURTEAU: I don't concede that, either.

PROBERT: I would like to ask a question, Mr. Hurteau, you can give a follow-up opinion.
This is from the audience, I hope I get it correct, and the lady that please ask about the vapor
condensation on the tank. If viewed with an infrared camera, what's the vapor condensation is
going to look like? I presume that the question, if it's phrased that way, that there is going to be
condensation on the outside of the tank and the insulation isn't that good, or maybe you're
looking at the collection dome when you have vapors coming up there and then you're going to
bring it back down and condense?

HURTEAU: There should be nothing visible on the outside of the tank other than the tank
itself, it's an insulated tank.

PROBERT: Do you have a quick one? Be quick.

HINCHMAN: I do. It's with regard to mercaptan, I won't ask other questions, why do you
add the mercaptan to the propane gas?

HURTEAU: So the end user can determine if they have a leak.

HINCHMAN: Where in your process do you add the mercaptan?

HURTEAU: In the truck-loading.

HINCHMAN: So, everything before the final load-out, does it have mercaptan in it?

HURTEAU: No.
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HINCHMAN: So, if you have a volunteer from a neighboring town under a mutual aid
responding, will they be allowed to respond?

HURTEAU: That would be up to the incident commander in the Searsport Fire Department
what the mutual aid company's responsibilities are, that's not my responsibility. I will tell you
that we will work closely with the Searsport Fire Department and that they will have all the
knowledge they need to respond to any situation in the facility.

PROBERT: Thank you. As far as I'm concerned, this concludes any questions for Mr.
Hurteau. Please don't leave, we've got something to discuss. Tomorrow night we are looking
at the itinerary on here, first I want a presentation from DCP showing post, along the way I
want to have DCP putting on the post-development show so that we can see what the facility
will look like, where structures are, not just the tank, but where the fence is and the rest of it,
and also the post-vegetation, so we know what is going to be vegetated, what isn't. I thought
last night's presentation was very deficient in that end, I definitely want people from the general
public who is here to be educated on this, you haven't seen the application, at least I don't think
so, look at these maps in detail, this is supposed to be an educational thing for you, I want that,
and if they have questions. The other part we're looking at forward to a full schedule tomorrow
night, as my counsel advises me here, TBNT and Islesboro Island Trust will probably take up
just about all of the evening on it, and the representative from TBNT and counsel will not be
here on Friday, I still plan to schedule a meeting on Friday, it would be open to the public, and
probably we will have the presentation from DCP, and there is not as many people in the
bleacher seats as there were, but I would kind of just like a show of hands how many people
plan to get up and speak? That gives me an idea. They will be comparatively brief, and that
will be done on Friday. Can you all be here on Friday to do that? Keep your bells quiet, we
already had that tonight.
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COLLINS: Steve, and any other, actually are there any interested party presentations, any
substantial questions they need to get out tomorrow? OK. Or during the course of this round
of hearings? Yes. Tomorrow and Friday. I think we're going to go into Friday, which it
sounds like we are.

PROBERT: It will all start at 6 o'clock, hopefully Friday we can adjourn earlier, but you will
be in control, the people that are asking the questions on that, and this meeting is adjourned
until 6 p.m. tomorrow night

ADJOURNED

I hereby attest the above transcript accurately reflects the the Searsport Planning Board meeting
of November 26,2012 to the best of my ability.

Malcolm "Mac" Smith


